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ABSTRACT
This thesis examines manuscript 2193 and its text of the Gospel according to John and
contributes valuable information to the ongoing studies in New Testament textual criticism.
The introduction (Chapter 1) defines the topic, surveys the status of the question, and ..
In Chapter 2 the manuscript and external criteria are described. Special attention is paid to
scribal conventions such as contractions, abbreviations, ligatures, punctuation, and nomina
sacra. A significant discourse classifying the minuscule script according to the work of
Thompson and Hatch is also provided. The chapter concludes with a subsection discussing the
presence of multiple correctors who have amended John's text in manuscript 2193.
Chapter 3 explores the history of Family 1 label which was first applied to a group of
manuscripts by Kirsopp Lake in 1902. A historical survey reveals that no standardized criteria
were ever established for what constitutes a Family 1 manuscript. This resulted in a large
disparity among the manuscripts granted the Family 1 label by scholars in the ensuing years. The
inherent complications that accompany the Family 1 label were identified, and manuscript 2193
is examined in the light of these concerns.
Chapter 4 begins with a brief survey of scholars' attempts to group manuscripts based on
their texts. The text of John in manuscript 2193 is then explored in detail with an emphasis of
clarifying the Family 1 label as it applies to John's text in manuscript 2193.
Chapter 5 discusses the Pericope de adulterae. In manuscript 2193 the Pericope de
adulterae appears as a post-script to the Gospel of John. A relationship between the Pericope de
adulterae and the "second corrector" of John in manuscript 2193 is identified.
Chapter 6 provides a full collation of John's text in manuscript 2193.
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis with a brief summary of the findings that resulted from the
research that was done to complete this project.
An appendix provides a shorthand description of the corrections that occur in manuscript
2193 and its text of the Gospel according to John.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
The Thesis
This thesis will examine manuscript 2193 and its full text of the Gospel according to John,
and will prove that the Family 1 label placed on this manuscript is technically accurate but
woefully inadequate to describe its text.
The Current Status of the Question
The academic search for the relationship between Greek New Testament manuscripts and
their texts has a long and rich history.' The first scholar to publish any findings regarding
manuscript 2193 was von Soden. He was also the first scholar to give manuscript 2193 its
"Family 1" label. For this reason it is best to begin the exploration of the current status of the
question with his monumental work, Die Schriften des Neuen Testaments.' Within this work von
Soden classified all manuscripts into three categories: (1) the 8 manuscripts contained the whole
New Testament, with or without Revelation, (2) the c manuscripts contained the Gospels, (3) the
a manuscripts contained Acts and the Epistles. These witnesses were then further divided into
"recensions."' The K (Koine) group contains most of what are today known as "Byzantine"
manuscripts. The H (Hesychian) group contains the manuscripts that are typically labeled as

1 For an approachable history regarding this scholarly endeavor, consult Bruce M. Metzger and Bart D.
Ehrman, The Text of the New Testament: Its Transmission, Corruption, and Restoration (4th ed.; Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2005), 137-94.

2 Hermann Freiherr von Soden, Die Schrifien des Neuen Testaments (2 vols.; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck and
Ruprecht, 1911).
3 Metzger

and Ehrman, Text of the New Testament, 187.

1

"Alexandrian." The I (Jerusalem) group was not "preserved in substantial integrity in any
outstanding manuscripts but must be elicited from a number of authorities of mixed
characteristics."4 Beyond this, the classification system grew even more complex as will be
shown below.
Von Soden labeled manuscript 2193 as c 1131 (I qa). The s indicates it is a Gospel codex.
The number 1131 distinguishes it from other Gospel codices, and the I qa is differentiated from a
similar grouping of manuscript von Soden classified as I qb. Von Soden's test passages which
were used to distinguish these two groups are located on 1055-60 in his magnum opus.' The
accuracy of von Soden's test passages is unreliable. For example, he lists the addition of ainec in
1:34 as a singular reading ins 1131 but this is not correct.' The addition isn't ainoc but ainov.
In addition to his suspect reliability, von Soden's designation of manuscripts has been
described as "being intolerably complicated."' The system of categorization that this thesis uses
is the Gregory-Aland designation which is designed for easier understanding.' An in-depth look
at the logic behind the categorization can be found in Gregory's book Die Griechischen
Handshcriften des Neuen Testaments.' For a concise treatment in English on the same topic refer
to An Introduction to the Textual Criticism of the New Testament by A. T. Robertson.' For a

4

5

Metzger and Ehrman, Text of the New Testament, 187.
von Soden, Die Schriften des Neuen Testaments,1055-60

6

von Soden, Die Schriften des Neuen Testaments, 1059.

7

Metzger and Ehrman, Text of the New Testament, 186n31.

8 "Bei dieser Umgestaltung der Liste haben Andere and habe ich gemeint," Caspar Rene Gregory, Die
Griechischen Handschriften des Neuen Testaments (Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs Buchhandlung, 1908), 23.
9

Gregory, Die Griechischen Handschriften, 1-31.

1° A. T. Robertson, An Introduction to the Textual Criticism of the New Testament, (New York: George H.
Doran Company, 1925) 70-74.
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conversion chart from von Soden's system to the Gregory-Aland system, consult Kurt Aland's
Kurzgefasste Liste.I I
There is a significant difference between a "manuscript" and a "text." A manuscript is the
artifact that contains a text. A manuscript can be made out of different materials, such as papyrus
or parchment. D. C. Parker showcases the difference between manuscript and text when he
writes, "Visitors queue in the library of Trinity College Dublin to see this manuscript [The Book
of Kells] alone, although there are in the same place other copies of the same texts which are
textually much more significant."' Because of this difference between "manuscript" and "text,"
the Gregory-Aland designation system does not shed any light on the relationship of one text
with another because it solely a system for organizing manuscripts and not their contents."
The field of New Testament textual criticism is continually seeking to establish
relationships between texts. A dominant view of texts and their relationships has been that of the
four "text-types": Alexandrian, Western, Caesarean, and Byzantine. Parker ascribes the origin of
the concept of text-types to J. A. Bengel. He shows that it was further developed by J. S. Semler,
J. J. Griesbach, and Westcott and Hort." These developed text-types became ubiquitous in books
and articles about New Testament textual criticism. They can even be found in A Textual

" Kurt Aland, Kurzgefasste Liste der Griechischen Handschriften des Neuen Testaments (2d and enl. ed.;
Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1994), 390-427.
12 D. C. Parker, An Introduction to the New Testament Manuscripts and Their Texts, (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2008) 3.
13

For example, look at the Family 1 manuscripts: 1, 22, 118, 131, 205, 209, 872, 884, 1192, 120, 1278, 1582,
2193, and 2542. Amy Anderson, The Textual Tradition of the Gospels: Family 1 in Matthew (NTTS 32; Leiden:
Brill, 2004) vi-vii.
14

Parker, New Testament Manuscripts, 172.

3

Commentary on the Greek New Testament," the companion volume to the United Bible
Societies' Greek New Testament, 4th edition.
However, the concept of 'text-types' has fallen from favor in recent studies. Parker lists a
number of grievances with the concept stating, "the theory of text-types does not apply at all to
the Apocalypse; is only applicable strictly in the Pauline corpus where careful research has
shown genealogical affiliation,...fails to apply to the Acts of the Apostles,...in the Catholic
epistles has never been easily applied,...and has been found inappropriate in the uniquely
detailed stemmatological researches undertaken by the editors of the Editio critica maior.""
Parker recognizes Holger Strutwolf as promoting the view that it is "time to abandon the concept
of text-types altogether," and agrees that "it is now possible to move on, abandoning the concept
of the text-type and, with the new tools and methods now available, retelling the history of the
text."'
One of the tools that will be used in retelling the history of the text is the International
Greek New Testament Project (hereafter: IGNTP), which has partnered with the Munster
Institute in the production of the Editio Critica Maior.' The IGNTP, which "exists to produce a
comprehensive critical apparatus for the Greek New Testament,"N seeks to present the
manuscript and textual data in three ways: as transcription, as critical apparatus, and as image."

15 Bruce Metzger, A Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testament, 2nd ed. (Stuttgart: Deutsche
Bibelgesellschaft, 1994).
16

Parker, New Testament Manuscripts, 173-74.

17 Parker, New Testament Manuscripts, 174. According to the footnote on the same page, Strutwolf advanced
this view "at the New Testament Textual Criticism Section of the Society of Biblical Literature Annual Congress in
Washington, DC in November, 2006."
18 Ernest Cadman Colwell et al., "International Greek New Testament Project.", Cited 25 April 2011. Online:
http://arts-itsee.bham.ac.uk/itseeweb/igntp/index.html.
19

Online. Cited 21 April 2011, http://www.igntp.org/

20

Parker, New Testament Manuscripts, 201.
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Because there are over 2,000 manuscripts of John's Gospel, volunteers are needed to help collate
the manuscripts and provide transcriptions. Thus, the collation of John that serves as the
foundation for this thesis will be used by the IGNTP and the Editio critica maior towards the
production of its edition of the Gospel according to John.'
New Testament textual criticism is not limited to its desire to produce a comprehensive
critical apparatus of a text. Matters of paleography, progeny of manuscript, use of manuscript,
and scribal tendencies are also studied at length. Currently, there is no published material to
suggest that manuscript 2193's text of the Gospel according to John has been studied in depth.
Thus, the work done on this manuscript is original and will, it is hoped, serve as a platform for
continued research in this area. The limited information about this manuscript that is available in
published works is summarized below.
Manuscript 2193 has had some work done on it, mostly due to its inclusion in "Family 1."
Von Soden evaluated this manuscript and labeled it c 1131, as stated above, but the most
extensive work done on this manuscript was done by Amy Anderson in collaboration with her
doctoral dissertation published under the title The Textual Tradition of the Gospels: Family 1 in
Matthew." There is still a significant amount of work to be done on this manuscript, however,
and the following thesis will work toward that end.
The thesis will examine the non-textual features of manuscript 2193 in chapter 2. Chapter 3
will examine the Family 1 label which has been applied to manuscript 2193 by previous
scholarship. Chapter 4 will focus on the text of manuscript 2193*. Chapter 5 will examine the
Pericope de adulterae as it is found in manuscript 2193. Chapter 6 will provide a full collation of
21

The present writer also collated the text of the Gospel according to John as preserved in manuscripts 994
1172 and 1424 in collaboration with the [GMT project.

5

Gospel according to John as recorded in manuscript 2193. Chapter 7 will conclude with a brief
summary of the findings resulting from the current work.

22

Anderson, Family I in Matthew, 142-43.

6

CHAPTER TWO
MANUSCRIPT 2193
Description of the Manuscript
Manuscript 2193 is a 10th century' four Gospel parchment codex located at the Iviron
monastery of Mt. Athos, Greece.2 In this manuscript each Gospel is preceded by a miniature
illumination of the author. In the instance of John, he is depicted as a balding man wearing light
colored robes. He is standing while holding open a codex, which is presumably his gospel. The
manuscript measures 23.5cm x 18.5cm. The text, which is in two columns of twenty-two lines
each, is written in minuscule script and is accompanied by musical notations which are written in
red ink'
The text of manuscript 2193* is written continuously without separation:' There are
accents and breathing marks and diaereses. There appears to be an absence of mute iotas, but
there are a few instances where they do show up (1:1, 1:43). These mute iotas are most likely
additions by a later hand, but until the manuscript is studied in person or color images of this
manuscript are made available, a conclusive statement regarding this matter will remain
impossible. Old Testament quotations are indicated by diploi in the margins. There are lectionary
1 The
2

question of the manuscript's date will be discussed below.

Athos, Iviron, 247 (22).

3 S. M. Pelekanides et al., eds., The Monasteries of Iveron, St. Panteleimon, Esphigmenou, and Chilandari
(vol. 2 of The Treasures of Mount Athos: Illuminated Manuscripts, ed. S. M. Pelekanides et al.; Athens: Ekdotike
Athenon, 1974), 331.
4 There are spaces between some letters that falls within the purview of typical scribal conventions for
minuscule texts. The matter of spacing is discussed on page 11.
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notes that may have been added by a later hand. Ammonian Section numbers' are also present.
The Pericope de Adultera is missing from the body of the main text, but it is added at the
end of the manuscript. It is written in continuous text, in a single column, by a later hand and will
be discussed at length in Chapter 5.
The text has been edited by at least two correctors.6
Abbreviations and Contractions
For the student of Greek who is only familiar with the printed text, encountering the
minuscule script of Greek NT manuscripts for the first time can present a host of problems. The
letters of Greek minuscule book-hand do not correspond directly to the moveable-type letters
used in printed Greek resources. To further complicate matters, the Greek minuscule book-hand
employed contractions, abbreviations, and ligatures.
Edward Maunde Thompson, whose book An Introduction to Greek and Latin
Palaeography is still the leading authority for Greek and Latin Paleographical studies in English
today, defines abbreviation and contraction in the following way. "Abbreviation is the shortening
of a word by the omission or suspension, as it is called, of the end (or of letters from the body, as
well as the end); contraction is the shortening of a word by omitting letters from the body and
leaving the beginning and end.'
The original hand of manuscript 2193* 'employs both abbreviations and contractions. The
use of contractions is found exclusively in the use of the nomina sacra.'
5 "It seems that Ammonius had divided the Gospels into paragraphs for the sake of the reader." Parker, New
Testament Manuscripts, 316.
6

The discussion of the two correctors begins on page 30.

7 Edward Maunde Thompson, An Introduction to Greek and Latin Palaeography (Oxford: Clarendon, 1912),
75; italics original.
8

The present writer only had access to the Gospel according to John from manuscript 2193. The present writer

8

The original hand of manuscript 2193 * used three different types of abbreviations. The first
abbreviation to be discussed, and the most frequent abbreviation by far, is the Kai-compendium.
Bruce Metzger identifies two different forms of the Kai-compendium used in minuscule writings,
"Kai-compendium is in two forms, K and S".' The one form looks like our modern English
'S'." and the other form looks like our modern English uppercase 'K' with a tail on the lower leg
extending below the line. The original hand of John in 2193 only used the 'S' Kai-compendium,
though the `1(' Kai-compendium is used twice by the corrector's hand and again in the Pericope
de adulterae. The Kai-compendium was in such frequent use by the original hand of manuscript
2193* that it outnumbered the plene spelling of Kai at least ten-to-one.

Figure 1. The Kai compendiums: The 'S' and 'K' Kai-compendiums found in 2193.

The second abbreviation employed by the original hand of manuscript 2193* is the
abbreviation for the ending -sv. This abbreviation is only used twice throughout manuscript

is unable to use the blanket statement, "The original hand of manuscript 2193..." because the present writer is
unable to determine if the same hand was employed throughout all four gospels within that manuscript. It is,
however, cumbersome to repeatedly say, "The original hand of manuscript 2193*." To eliminate this, the words
"manuscript 2193" will henceforth be followed with an asterisk, indicating that only the Gospel according to John
within said manuscript is meant.
9 Because the use of nomina sacra in manuscript 2193's text of the gospel according to John will be discussed
at length below, no further discussion about contractions will be explored at this time.

I° Bruce M. Metzger, Manuscripts of the Greek Bible: An Introduction to Greek Palaeography (New York,
Oxford University Press, 1981), 30.
I I Edward Maunde Thompson, An Introduction to Greek and Latin Palaeography (Oxford: Clarendon, 1912),
84, identifies the origin of this particular Kai-compendium as a tachygraphical form that went through various stages
to reach the form employed by copyists in the 9`h-15`h centuries.

9

2193*. It looks like a modern day Nike swoosh and both times it occurs at the end of a line. It
occurs at 3:11 and 14:23 respectively.'

Figure 2. The -cv Abbreviation: Placed on the word 61:6CillEV at 3:11.

The last abbreviation employed by the copyist of manuscript 2193 * is the abbreviation for
the ending -ow. Like the abbreviation for -cv, the -ouv abbreviation is only used twice and
occurs at the end of a line. The abbreviation has a pendent tail connected to the lowest point of
the omicron that extends below the line. It occurs at 18:37 and 19:2 respectively.'

Figure 3. The -ouv Abbreviation: Placed at the end of the word nopcpupoiiv found in 19:2.

Before concluding the segment on abbreviations in manuscript 2193*, something needs to
be said of the Pericope de adulterae.'' The Pericope tie athiiierae is present in manuscript 2193
but it does not follow 7:52 and was not penned by the original hand. It is placed at the end of the

12

See figure 2 below.

13

See Figure 3.

14

The Pericope Adulterae found in 2193 will be discussed at length below.

10

gospel, as is typical of Family 1 manuscripts.' Nine different abbreviations are found within the
Pericope de adulterae at the end of the gospel—ten if one counts the presence of both kinds of
Kai-compendiums. Within the Pericope de adulterae the abbreviations for a, at, ric, Kai, ov, oc,
ou, w, and w can be found. These abbreviations will be discussed and shown in chapter 4.
Ligatures
In addition to contractions and abbreviations, the Greek minuscule book-hand also employs
the use of ligatures. A ligature occurs when two or more letters are written in such as way as to
form a single character. If letters are joined together but fail to form a single character. then it
does not constitute a ligature. Even with this important distinction in place, it is difficult to
confidently label some combinations of letters as ligatures, because most letters are joined in
some way to a preceding or following letter by virtue of it being a minuscule script. There are at
least thirteen ligatures, or combinations of letters, found in manuscript 2193*. They are airs, et,
64, ca, au, CT, 0c, ou. 71T. ant, 01TET, at. and cog. A ligature that is used by the second corrector but
is never found in use by the original hand is to).
V

4

Figure 4. Ligatures: The et ligature found at 14:7, the 64 ligature found at 5:10, the ou ligature
found at 8:28, and the (IN ligature found at 9:5.

15 "Characteristic of Family 1, the Pericope adulterae, is not found in the body of the gospel, but is included as
an appendix at the end of John." Amy Anderson, Family 1 in Matthew, 9.
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Spacing
Though not hard and fast, there are general rules as to which letters can be joined together.
Bruce Metzger briefly summarizes these rules: "Most letters may be connected on both sides;
several, however may be joined only on one side. Thus, I, g, o, p, p, and a) may be joined
only to the preceding letter, and c, rl, x, and a only with the following."' These rules are
typically observed in the script of manuscript 2193*. While it is not uncommon for spaces to
occur between words, it would be inappropriate to identify the spaces as an intentional effort by
the copyist to assist the reader in identifying individual words.
Classification of 2193's Minuscule Script
Edward Maunde Thompson says, "Greek Minuscule MSS. of the middle ages have been
divided into classes, as a convenient method of marking periods in a style of writing."I7 The
desire to classify the minuscule script of manuscript 2193* is met immediately with two
challenges.
The first challenge is that manuscript 2193 is sacred text. On three occasions Thompson
warned of the difficulty of dating sacred texts. He first writes, "sacred and liturgical MSS, which
custom had retained for special uses, were less tolerant of change."18 He then writes, "It will be
seen...how, for example, century after century, copies of the Gospel continue to be written on
one pattern."I9 Finally he says, "It will be seen, from the later examples that will be submitted,
how conservative is the type of writing of sacred books. For this reason there must be always
16

Bruce M. Metzger, Manuscripts of the Greek Bible: An Introduction to Greek Palaeography (New York,
Oxford University Press, 1981), 26.
17

Edward Maunde Thompson, An Introduction to Greek and Latin Palaeography (Oxford: Clarendon, 1912),

18

Thompson, Greek and Latin Palaeography, 220-21.

19

Thompson, Greek and Latin Palaeography, 221.

220.
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some hesitation in attempting to fix the exact date of a MS. such as the present one, as it may not
be quite so old as it appears to be."2°
The second challenge is that manuscript 2193 is listed in Kurt Aland's Kurzgefasste Liste
as belonging to the 10th century.2I The challenge this presents will be evident shortly.
Thompson classifies minuscule handwriting into four groups: "(1) codices vetustissimi, the
most ancient MSS. of the ninth century and to the middle of the tenth century; (2) codices
vetusti, those which range from the middle of the tenth century to the middle of the thirteen
century; (3) codices recentiores, from the middle of the thirteen century to the middle of the
fifteen century; (4) codices novelli, all MSS. of later date."22
Based on this classification and without a more precise date than "10th century" for
manuscript 2193, it could belong to either the codices vetustissimi or the codices vetusti class.
Now, Thompson was not the only individual who classified Greek minuscule handwriting.
William Henry Paine Hatch also provides a classification system. He dispensed with the Latin
terminology and settling for a simpler "First Period," "Second Period," "Third Period," and
"Fourth Period" classification. Hatch's four classified groups differ from Thompson's four
classified groups only slightly with respect to their dates. For the purposes of this thesis the
differences are negligible, as Thompson and Hatch agree that the division between the first
classified group and the second classified group is the middle of the 10th century.
Manuscript 2193 will be evaluated on the basis of both Thompson's and Hatch's
classification systems. A survey of Thompson's codices vetustissimi, will be followed by Hatch's
"First Period" because they both concern the same time period ending in the middle of the 10th

20

Thompson, Greek and Latin Palaeography, 222.

21

Aland, Kurzgefasste Liste, 173.
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century. Then, Thompson's codices vetusti will be surveyed followed by a survey of Hatch's
"Second Period." Finally, an evaluation of the minuscule script found in manuscript 2193* will
be made according to Thompson's and Hatch's observations."
Thompson's codices vetustissimi
Thompson provides the following assessment about this handwriting period.
The writing of the period of the codices vetustissimi, of the ninth century and to the
middle of the tenth century, so far as is shown by surviving examples, is very pure
and exact. The letters are most symmetrically formed; they are compact and upright,
and have even a tendency to lean back to the left. Breathings are rectangular, in
keeping with the careful and deliberate formation of the letters. In a word, the style
being practically a new one for literary purposes, the scribes wrote it in their best
form and kept strictly to the approved pattern."
Manuscript 2193 appears to follow all the characteristics listed by Thompson for this
writing period with the exception of the "breathings are rectangular." While most of the
breathing marks are rectangular, a few of them are curved, which will be a characteristic of the
next period. Figure 5 showing John 7:19-20,23-24 from manuscript 2193 is provided below. A
rectangular breathing mark can be seen on the article ó which is the first word of the second
column, and a curved breathing mark can be seen on the word inful which is located on the third
line of the second column.
22

Thompson, Greek and Latin Palaeography, 220.

23 Comments in the order of evaluation of the script will be sprinkled throughout the initial surveys of
Thompson's and Hatch's work.
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Thompson, Greek and Latin Palaeography, 221.
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Hatch's First Period
William Henry Paine Hatch discusses the minuscule script in his book Facsimiles and
Descriptions of Minuscule Manuscripts of the New Testament. He lists Thompson's four
classifications for minuscule script, and then lists the three classifications that Professor
Gardthausen recognizes before offering up his own "classification of Greek minuscule
manuscripts: (1) First Period — from the beginning of the ninth to the middle of the tenth
century... •
Hatch's description of the "First Period," much like Thompson's description of the
codices vetustissimi, is short and worthy of full citation.
In the First Period the writing is for the most part on the line, and it is usually clear
and legible. The letters are sometimes upright and sometimes they incline slightly to
the left. In many codices they are carefully formed, and they are often connected with
each other. The letters F, H, N, and C frequently have the uncial form; and A, A,
25 William Henry Paine Hatch, Facsimiles and Descriptions of Minuscule Manuscripts of'the New Testament
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1951), 20.
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and Y are occasionally of the uncial type. Only square breathings are used, and iota in
the so-called improper diphthongs is sometimes adscript.26
According to these observations by Hatch, the minuscule script found in manuscript
2193* can hardly belong to this "First Period" because it does employ the occasional use of
curved breathing marks from time to time. Furthermore, the use of uncials in manuscript 2193*
does not correlate very well with Hatch's classification for this period.'
On the basis of Thompson's and Hatch's classifications and due to the sporadic use of
curved breathing marks it is unlikely that the script of the Gospel according to John found in
manuscript 2193 belongs to either codices vetustissimi or the "First Period." This conclusion is
further supported when the sacred character of the text is taken into account, because as it has
been shown, sacred texts are "less tolerant to change." One would not expect a sacred text to be
on the cutting edge of new scribal conventions—such as the introduction of curved breathing
marks—but rather lagging behind. For this reason, the script in manuscript 2193* must be
evaluated on the basis of the next classification systems of Thompson and Hatch.
Thompson's codices vetusti
Whereas Thompson offered a concise description of the codices vetustissimi
classification, he does not offer a similarly concise description for codices vetusti, but sprinkles
characteristics throughout his evaluations of ten facsimiles that appear in his monograph.
Characteristics of the codices vetusti classification must be gleaned from these descriptions.
Thompson's methodology of evaluating ten facsimiles is beneficial for the current study of
manuscript 2193*, because each of the facsimiles is dated, and only two of the ten are from the

26

Hatch, Facsimiles and Descriptions, 20.

27 The presence of uncials in the script found in the text of the gospel according to John as recorded in
manuscript 2193 will be discussed at length below.
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tenth century. Thompson evaluates this codices vetusti period diachronically as is seen in his
language such as, "Passing into the eleventh century..." 28 and, "In the twelfth century the
minuscule book-hand maintains."29
Thompson makes only two measurable observations about the two facsimiles belonging
to codices vetusti which are also dated to the 10th century. The first observation is "a good
instance of upright minuscule"30 and the second observation is "uncial forms of letters begin to
make their appearance by the side of the pure minuscules."3I
Thompson does not explain what "upright minuscule" looks like, but it likely refers to the
loss of "rounded letters" which are prevalent in the codices vetustissimi period. Manuscript 1172,
which the present writer collated in collaboration with the IGNTP, is pictured in Figure 6.32 It
has rounded letters of the finest hand. Manuscript 1424, also collated by the present writer in
collaboration with IGNTP is pictured in Figure 7 and has an "upright" character. 33 Manuscript
2193* is pictured in Figure 8, and has an even mixture of both rounded and upright
characteristics.

28

Thompson, Greek and Latin Palaeography, 234.

28

Thompson, Greek and Latin Palaeography, 246.

30

Thompson, Greek and Latin Palaeography, 232.

31 Thompson,

Greek and Latin Palaeography, 234.

32

Only the gospel according to John was collated from manuscript 1172, not the entire manuscript.

33

Only the gospel according to John was collated from manuscript 1424, not the entire manuscript.
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Figure 6. Rounded Letters of Manuscript 1172: John 6:33. 6 yap aptoc iou OlTgailV o Kata
f3ccivcov EK 'rob ouv-av Kai
I fly ot66u; TO5 Ko611(0.

Figure 7. Upright Letters of Manuscript 1424: John 3:15-16 anthXErrat a.XX gx6t cofiv atcbvtov.
arrwg yelp I 1)7671E66V O Og Tay Kooliov 6o-cs 'rev Dv ctino15 I Toy govoyEvil g6oAcEv Iva mac 6
ntateDcov Etc I ainev µi1 anthXEttat aXA,"gxet (cofiv

Figure 8. Mixture of Upright and Rounded Letters in Manuscript 2193: John 6:52-53, 6:56-57.
X,67ov-rEq nthg n' I Vatat filtiv oirrog I &Awn 'dr 6apiat I (paysiv gl7tEV 615V au
Kayo) e'v Ctinth KatthcI A7T607£1X6V ILLE 6 caw I 7trip icaych co) ota. Toy npa, Kai 6 tpcbywv 11E.
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Thompson's observation about the appearance of uncial forms of letters is worthy of
extended discussion. It is clear from Thompson's statement that the presence of uncials alongside
minuscules is a characteristic to consider when evaluating the paleography of manuscripts from
the 10th century. Furthermore, the presence of uncials is also discussed at length in Hatch's work
and will be addressed shortly.
It is the present writer's opinion that both Thompson's and Hatch's discussions about
uncial letters in minuscule manuscripts are inadequate to the student who wishes to evaluate the
date of a manuscript based on these indicators.
Thompson's evaluation of uncials will be critiqued first. As shown above, Thompson
observes that "uncial forms of letters...by the side of the pure minuscules" is a characteristic of
codices vetusti manuscripts. However, Thompson does not follow his own rules. In Thompson's
book, Facsimile No. 55 is of a gospel text from the early 10th century. Even though Thompson
places this particular gospel text in the codices vetustissimi period, the following uncial letters
can be found: r E HK AN C, and Y. The presence of these uncial letters is not discussed by
Thompson at all. When Facsimile No. 58—a writing of a Plutarch attributed to the early 10th
century and also placed by Thompson into the codices vetustissimi period—is discussed
Thompson acknowledges that uncial letter forms are present but dismisses their presence with
these words, "It will be observed that in this MS. uncial forms are freely introduced. Their
employment, however, appears to be rather an affectation of the scribe than the intrusion referred
to above which marks a deterioration of style; for all such forms are kept to the scale of the
minuscules."34 This is a subjective argument. When should the scholar call the presence of uncial
letter forms an "affectation of the scribe" and when are they indicative of a manuscript belonging

34

Thompson, Greek and Latin Palaeography, 228.
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to the codices vetusti period? Thompson provides no way for the scholar to answer that question.
Because Hatch also discusses the presence of uncials in greater detail, his classification of the
"Second Period" will now be evaluated.
Hatch's Second Period
Hatch writes, "The Second Period is characterized by a great variety of handwriting.
Some of the specimens are clearly and legibly written, and others are much less carefully
executed."35 Regardless of this great variety, Hatch identifies four Second Period specific
characteristics. The first is letter formation: "letters are generally pendent. Sometimes they are
upright, and sometimes they slant toward the right."36 The second area is the presence of uncials
alongside minuscules, "The letters H and N, especially the former, are often made in the uncial
manner; and less frequently I', A, and C have the uncial shape. E and 0 have the uncial form in
manuscripts of the twelfth century."37 The third area concerns the presence of the so-called mute
iota, "Iota adscript occurs, especially in the first half of the period; and iota subscript is found in
codices of the twelfth century."38 And the fourth area concerns breathing marks, "The breathings
are sometimes square and sometimes round, both forms being employed not infrequently in the
same manuscript. Round breathings seem to have made their appearance in the latter part of the
tenth century, but they were not much used until the first half of the eleventh century."39
It has already been shown that the script of manuscript 2193* employs both rounded and
rectangular breathing marks. The letters are certainly "upright" but they have rounded

35

Hatch, Facsimiles and Descriptions, 20.

36

Hatch, Facsimiles and Descriptions, 20.

37

Hatch, Facsimiles and Descriptions, 20.

38

Hatch, Facsimiles and Descriptions, 20.

39

Hatch, Facsimiles and Descriptions, 20.
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characteristics and so could not be classified as "slanting to the right." There are no subscript
iotas or adscript iotas in the text of manuscript 2193*, with the very unlikely but possible
exception of an iota adscript in the word apxn found in John 1:1—the black and white photos of
manuscript 2193 available to the present writer make the matter uncertain.
The matter of uncial letters is of great interest when evaluating the script of manuscript
2193*, and will now be discussed at length.
Uncials in Minuscule Manuscripts
Hatch listed F, H, N, and C as "frequently [having] the uncial form; and A, A, II, and Y
[being] occasionally of the uncial types40 when discussing his First Period. When characterizing
his Second Period he writes, "The letters H and N, especially the former, are often made in the
uncial manner; and less frequently r, A, and C have the uncial shape. E and 0 have the uncial
form in manuscripts of the twelfth century."41 These two lists are inadequate for the following
two reasons.
First, when Hatch uses the words "frequently" and "occasionally" is he referring to the
frequency of an uncial letter within a single manuscript (such as the nu in manuscript 2193) or
spanning multiple manuscripts (so that if given thirty manuscripts from the First Period many of
them would have uncial etas but not all of them)? Though paleography is not a precise science, it
would be helpful if Hatch had given some indication as to how often an uncial letter needed to
appear before he would move it from an "occasionally" designation to a "frequently" designation
and vice versa? And what happens if an uncial appears "rarely" such as the uncial B in

4° Hatch, Facsimiles and Descriptions, 20.
41 Hatch, Facsimiles and Descriptions, 20.
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manuscript 2193*?42 Is that an "occasional" appearance, or is that not taken into account at all?
Hatch's descriptions answer none of these questions.
Second, Hatch does not clarify what happens to the letters A, IT, and Y between the First
Period and the Second Period. Do these letters go from appearing "occasionally" in the First
Period to not appearing at all in the Second Period? Or is it assumed that they retain their status
as "occasional" appearance from one Period to the next? Or do they develop into a more frequent
use as the minuscule script evolves?
The original hand of manuscript 2193* employs the following uncial letters: B, F, A, E, K,
A, N, H, C, and Y.43 The first thing to notice when comparing this list to the lists and details
provided by Hatch is the presence of uncial betas, epsilons, and kappas. Two of these letters—B
and K—do not appear in Hatch's assertions about the First Period or Second Period, and the
third letter—the E—he explicitly relegates to the 12th century and later. The second thing to
notice is the lack of uncial etas in manuscript 2193*. Given the prevalence of uncials in 2193, we
might expect the eta to be present, but it is not.
To better explain the uncial presence in manuscript 2193*, a brief comment will be made
about each uncial letter.
B—

Rare use. Occurs only seven times in manuscript 2193* 44 This is the least
frequently used uncial and is only found at the end of a line.

F-

Sporadic use. In John 6:1-1045 the uncial gamma never occurs, but in 6:52-61 it
occurs seven out of a possible seventeen times. It can be found anywhere on the
line.

42

In manuscript 2193*, the uncial beta occurs only seven times.

43

This list is excluding the ekthesis letters which are discussed in the section titled "Punctuation" below.

44

John 1:49, 4:5, 5:9, 5:18, 7:23, 9:16, and 11:8.

45

These passages, along with John 6:52-61 were selected to evaluate the presence of uncials because of the
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A

Rare use. Only the B occurs less frequently. It does not occur in 6:1-10 or 6:5261,46 it can be found anywhere on the line.

E—

Frequent use, though the minuscule epsilon is much more prevalent. The uncial is
found eleven times in 6:1-10 and five times in 6:52-61. It can be found anywhere
on the line.

K—

Frequent use. The uncial form is preferred over the minuscule form. In 6:1-10 the
uncial form is found ten times and the minuscule is not found once. In 6:52-61
the uncial form is found fifteen times out of a possible twenty-one times. It can be
found anywhere on the line.

A—

Frequent use. The uncial and minuscule forms occur about the same amount of
times. In 6:1-10 the uncial form is used fourteen times while the minuscule form
is used nine times. In 6:52-61 the uncial form is used five times and the
minuscule form us used eight times. It can be found anywhere on the line.

N—

Frequent use. This is the most frequently used uncial letter. This is aided by the
Greek language as the nu is used more frequently than any other Greek consonant.
In 6:1-10 the uncial form is found fourteen times and the minuscule form is found
thirty-seven times. In 6:52-61 the uncial form is found sixteen times and the

II

-

minuscule form found fifty-two times. It can be found anywhere on the line.
Frequent use. In 6:1-10 the uncial form is used five times and the minuscule form
is used twenty-two. In 6:52-61 the uncial form is used five times, and the
minuscule form is used twelve times. It can be found anywhere on the line.

C

Occasional use. The uncial form is found once in 6:1-10 and twice in 6:52-61.
All three times it is found at the end of the line. Though the uncial form can be
found anywhere on the line, it is most frequently found at the end of a line.

Y—

Rare use. The uncial form is not found in 6:1-10 and is found four times in 6:5261. The uncial form occurs only at the end of a line.

clarity of the images of the manuscript at these points.
46

It does occur in 11:25.
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Final Evaluation of Classification of Script
After evaluating all the data provided by Thompson and Hatch, there is nothing present in
this manuscript to indicate that the 10th century date assigned to it in the Kurzgefasste Liste is
incorrect. As stated above, due to the tendency of sacred texts to be "less tolerant of change" and
because the breathing marks are usually square but betray a curved nature from time to time, it is
reasonable to place this manuscript to the latter half of the 10th century, within the codices vetusti
categorization of Thompson and the Second Period categorization of Hatch. The presence of the
uncial epsilons would indicate an even later date yet, but Hatch's observations are not without
their flaws.
Thompson's statement about the affectation toward uncial letters by an individual scribe
could be used to explain away the presence of any uncial letters that appear earlier than they
"ought to." There are no parameters by which a scholar can determine between an "affectation"
or the natural evolution of the script through time. This subjective judgment will be frustrating to
many scholars, including the present writer, but it does highlight the limitations of dating
manuscripts based solely on the paleographical indicators. Hatch recognized this limitation as
well, stating at the beginning of his discussion about the minuscule periods that, "in many
cases... it is impossible to determine the date of a text closely; and one must then be content to
place it anywhere within a period of 150 or 200 years."'"
Nomina Sacra
The form of contraction that was most frequently used by the copyist of manuscript
2193*—and used by all copyists of Christian texts—is the convention of nomina sacra. Larry
Hurtado offers a concise definition of nomina sacra. "The nomina sacra are a collection of
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words (ultimately, fifteen became common) written in special abbreviated forms in Christian
sources to indicate their sacred character.' 48 Nomina sacra are all written with a horizontal bar
placed over the contracted form of the word. The nomina sacra are prevalent throughout
manuscript 2193*, occurring forty-seven times in the first chapter of John alone.
Larry Hurtado lists the fifteen words that were frequently written as noinina sacra. They
were 'InGoi5c,, Xplo-Toc,, ic6ptog, 084 7rvd.1a, avOpowtoc, atocup65, natfp, uioc, Gorrfip,
oiTavoc, lapafiX, Aau18, and Ispoucsakka 49 Of these fifteen listed by Hurtado, fourteen of them
appear as nominct sacra in manuscript 2193*. The only one that is not written as a nomen sacrum
is lEpoucraXi4t. There are, however, sixteen words found in manuscript 2193* that are written as
nomina sacra. The two additional words that are not part of Hurtado's list are s7roupavto5 and
uompia, though these two words could be said to fall under the auspices of aivavog and 6corijp
respectively. It should also be mentioned that the name John is written as a nomen sacrum at the
top of every left hand page throughout manuscript 2193*. A corrector also inserts a nomen
sacrum of the name John at 1:29.

Figure 9. Nomina Sacra: A portion of John 20:31 (o XS o u -rou Or) mat iva) in manuscript 2193
showing the nomen sacrum of Christ, Son, and God.

47

Hatch, Facsimiles and Descriptions, 19.

48

Larry W. Hurtado, "The Origin of the Nomina Sacra: A Proposal," .JBL 117 (1998): 655.

49

Hurtado, "Nomina Sacra," 655-56.
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A brief glance at the list of words contracted as nomina sacra will show that some of these
words can have multiple references and therefore can lack their "sacred" meaning. One might
expect in these instances that the word would be written out plene. For example, the word
"father" appears three times in 8:44 which reads, "You are of your father the devil, and your will
is to do your father's desires. He was a murderer from the beginning, and has nothing to do with
the truth, because there is no truth in him. When he lies, he speaks out of his own character, for
he is a liar and the father of lies." It is obvious from this context that "father" not only lacks the
"sacred" character, but it possesses the opposite of sacred character: profane character. However,
in 8:44 of manuscript 2193, the word "father" is written out np-c, 7p-c, and arrp respectively. It is
likely that the convention of writing out certain words as nomina sacra was so firmly embedded
in tradition and in the mind of the copyist that the "sacred-ness" of the referent was not taken
into account.
There are a few instances where words that are normally written as nomina sacra are
written out plene. Within manuscript 2193* this happens ten times. Eight times it happens to the
word "son", once it happens to the word "heaven," and once it happens to the word "God." The
occurrence of "God" written out plene is found in 1:2 (accusative), the occurrence of "heaven"
written out plene is found in 3:27 (genitive case), and the occurrences of "son" written out plene
are found in 3:36 (dative), 4:5 (dative), 4:12 (nominative), 5:23 (accusative), 6:53 (genitive),
10:36 (nominative), 12:23 (nominative), and 14:13 (dative). Of these plene occurrences, only the
word "son" in 4:5 and the word "sons" in 4:12 lack the "sacred" meaning. No discernible reason
was discovered for these plene occurrences.
The presence of nomina sacra in John's text found in 2193 is expected because it was a
common scribal convention among Christians. The use of the nomina sacra convention for
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gnoppcivtoc and acotipia is moderately unexpected, and their presence in 2193 could be used to
develop a more nuanced understanding of the development of this scribal convention.
Punctuation
Having addressed the matter of the script at length, the matter of punctuation and
paragraphing must be discussed. Punctuation is present in manuscript 2193*, but there are three
factors, not unrelated to each other, that complicate its study.
The first factor is the presence of musical notations. The text of manuscript 2193* was first
penned by a copyist, and at a later date—whether days, weeks, months, years, or hundreds of
years later, it is impossible to determine—musical notations were added with red ink."
The second complicating factor is that no color images of this manuscript are available for
study. Consequently, it is difficult—and often times impossible—to distinguish between the red
ink and the non-red ink based on the black and white photographs in which this manuscript is
available.
The third complicating factor is the presence of a corrector(s). On multiple occasions, a
corrector marked the omission of words and letters by placing small dots above them. In other
instances erasures have been employed. In still other places, the corrector used his stylus and ink
to manipulate an already existing letter into a different letter. Sometimes these 'manipulations'
obscure the work of the original hand, making the identification of punctuation tenuous at best.
Unlike English's modern punctuation system, Greek's punctuation system was
considerably less complex, often consisting of nothing more than a single point. The single point
had different functions based on its location. Bruce Metzger identifies three "positions" for the
5° S. M. Pelekanides et al., eds., The Monasteries of heron, St. Panteleimon, Esphigmenou, and Chilandari
(vol. 2 of The Treasures of Mount Athos: Illuminated Manuscripts, ed. S. M. Pelekanides et al.; Athens: Ekdotike
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single point: (1) the high point, which was equivalent to a full stop; (2) the point on the line,
which was assigned different values by different scribes; (3) the middle point, which likewise
functioned differently depending on the scribe and eventually disappeared.' Of these three
positions, manuscript 2193* exhibits two of them: the high point and the point on the line.
The high point punctuation, which Metzger described as being equivalent to a 'full stop'
is frequently employed throughout the text of manuscript 2193* and is always followed by a tiny
cross. It should be noted that these tiny crosses also frequently appear where there is no high
point punctuation.
The presence of these tiny crosses was first noted by Amy Anderson who briefly studied
the gospel according to Matthew within manuscript 2193.52 Anderson posits that the tiny crosses
were added by a later hand but offers no support for her conclusion. However, this thesis agrees
with her conclusion that the crosses were added at a later date for the following three reasons."
First, the crosses often extend further into the margin than the original hand ever did (1:23).
Secondly, sometimes the tiny cross is placed above the line because it did not fit between the
words (1:23). And thirdly, sometimes the tiny cross is placed between words even when it did
not fit between them (2:4).

Athenon, 1974), 331.
51 Metzger,

Manuscripts of the Greek Bible, 32.

52

Anderson, Family I in Matthew, 142.

53

See Figure 10 for an image of the following three examples.
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Figure 10. Tiny Crosses: The first image is John 1:23. In the second line a tiny cross is placed
above the line because it does not fit. At the end of the verse, a tiny cross is placed further into
the mamin than the original text would go. The second image is John 2:3-5. In the middle of the
fourth line a tiny cross is placed between the words yfwat and alICO even though it doesn't fit.

The point-on-the-line punctuation is also frequently employed but the present writer was
unable to identify its specific purpose by the copyist.
Not unrelated to punctuation is the matter of paragraphing. Paragraphing is used in
manuscript 2193*. It is most notably signified by the presence of an enlarged letter in the left
hand margin, which is called "ekthesis."54 This occurs approximately 533 times. The reason for
the "approximate" qualifier is because sometimes the ekthesis was added by a later hand, and
sometimes it was unclear if it was truly a later hand that added it, or if it was the original copyist
accommodating a mistake.
The ekthesis in manuscript 2193* is employed for at least two identifiable reasons. The
first reason is that it marks a new paragraph according to the Ammonian Section numbers.
According to D. C. Parker, there are 232 paragraphs in the Gospel of John, 55 and though he

5-4

Greg Goswell, "Early Readers of the Gospels: The Kephalaia and Titloi of Codex Alexandrinus," .1GRChf 6
(2009): 134, defines ekthesis as "a letter protruding into the left margin." An example of ekthesis can be seen in
Figure 10.
55

Parker, New Testament Manuscripts, 315.
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acknowledges the manuscripts are not wholly consistent, all 232 paragraphs are noted in
manuscript 2193* and are numbered accordingly in Greek." The second reason that ekthesis is
employed is to indicate a change in the subject of a sentence. This is most easily seen in John
12:1-8. An ekthesis appears at John 12:2 where Ammonian paragraph ninety-eight is located.
Another ekthesis appears at 12:3 where, unlike 12:1-2, Mary is the sole acting subject. An
ekthesis appears at 12:4 where Judas Iscariot becomes the new subject. He continues to be the
subject through verses five and six, where no new ekthesis is found. Jesus becomes the new
subject in verse seven when he responds to Judas's incredulity, and it is at this point that a new
ekthesis is found. The next ekthesis to be found is in 12:9 which indicates a new Ammonian
paragraph. These two reasons for the presence of an ekthesis do not, however, account for all
their occurrences in manuscript 2193*. There is an ekthesis at the beginning of 11:43 that does
not fit either of the two previously described reasons.
The Corrector(s)
Manuscript 2193* has been subject to considerable correction. This thesis will distinguish
between two types of corrections: "script" and "non-script" corrections." Because "script"
corrections required the composition of additional words by the corrector, the handwriting could
be examined and the examination of these "script" corrections suggests that there are at least two
correctors.
56 Greek letters could be used as numerals, and this is witnessed in the numbering of these paragraphs as
paragraph number one is designated with the letter A and paragraph number 232 is designated with the letters CAB
57 "Script" corrections are corrections that required the composition of additional words or letters by the
corrector. "Non-script" corrections are corrections such as erasures, strikethroughs, or any other method that did not
employ the use of letters or words.
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The corrector that is labeled "C 1" made corrections in the margin and did so with mostly
uncial letters'. There are only two corrections at the hand of this corrector. The corrections are
located at 5:15 and 6:40 respectively. It appears as though this corrector is the same copyist who
added the "lectionary notes" in the margin. This conclusion is based on the fact that the letters
are all uncial in character, similar to the letters used to compose the lectionary notes, and—
though admittedly far from conclusive when black and white images are the only available
means for studying the manuscript—the ink used is of the same shade as the ink used for the
lectionary notes. This corrector has been assigned "Cl" to indicate the working hypothesis that
this copyist's corrections appeared first.
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Figure 11. Corrector 1: A correction at 6:40 by "Cl" placed between the two columns of text.
The correction is supposed to replace the text on the right that is demarcated by the presence of
markers, often called lozenges, which look like four clots in the shape of a baseball diamond. The
correction reads wino sail To Oarula, rov 7c4tvatoc ftc zp-g.59

The corrector that is labeled "C2" in the collation made his corrections with a somewhat
rushed and sloppy minuscule hand. This corrector made corrections not only in the margins, but
also in between lines of text. This corrector is far more prevalent than -C1,- accounting for 142
58

59

The letters mu and upsilon are not written in uncial form.
This correction immediately follows a lectionary note that ends with the word iouoatou;
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"additions" to the text." This corrector has been assigned "C2" to indicate the working
hypothesis that this copyist's corrections appeared later than those of the first corrector.'
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Figure 12. Corrector 2: A correction at 5:9 by "C2" placed in the left hand margin. The
correction supplies Kat 60Ethc sysysio fiytfig o av-oc Kai rips Tay Kpc4313a-cov CtiYrOlj Kai 7rEptTho.TEt,
which was omitted by the original hand due to haplography.

The second type of correction is the non-script correction. These corrections are marked
with a single "C." These are corrections that have been made without the use of any letters.
Because the "Cl" and "C2" correctors were identified on the basis of the script that was used, it
was impossible to assign these other non-script corrections to any particular corrector.
There are three types of non-script corrections. The first and substantially more
commonplace correction is the use of what the present writer calls "omission dots.- These are
dots that are placed over a word or words to indicate that they do not belong in the text. These

60

An appendix at the end of this thesis will organize all the corrections made to manuscript 2193*.

61

The primary reason for the hypothesis that this corrector is later than the other is because of the lack of
uncial letters. Palaeographically, the later the date, the less frequently writing consisting primarily of uncial letters if
found.
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dots occurred fifty-six times to mark the omission of entire words. These dots, however, are not
confined to indicate only the omission of words, but they are also used to indicate the omission
of letters, particularly the nu-moveable. The use of these dots to indicate the omission of a numovable occurs 155 times.

Figure 13. Omission Dots: Omission dots are observed in 9:15 over the words i;motriacv (Kai),
and over the nu-moveable on i;meRrocEv.

This leads to the second type of non-script correction: erasures. Erasures occur
considerably less often than the omission dots. Whereas the omission dots occur 212 times, the
erasure is employed a modest forty times. These erasures are used almost exclusively to omit
undesired letters, though in one instance it was employed to erase an entire word: wii-rri (11:4).
Figure 14 shows that in verse 11:4 omission dots were erased along with the undesired word,
lending support to the possibility that the omission dots preceded the erasures. It is possible that
the omission dots were copied over from the exemplar and that the erasures were not, but this is
only speculation.
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Figure 14. Omission Dots and Erasure: The presence of an erasure after acskveta is obvious. The
presence of the word abni in 11:4 is barely visible. Also observable is the presence of omission
dots. which were placed over afrcri and were erased along with the word.

The last type of non-script correction is the strikethrough. While this type of correction was
frequently observed in the collation of the Gospel according to John in manuscript 1172, it only
occurs once in manuscript 2193*. This single occurrence is located at John 20:16, and the word
. 13pcCi6Tt,

is crossed out.

Figure 15. Strikethrough: The word Opclicyrt is struck through in 20:16. The gray line that spans
the image located between the second and third line is a defect in the photograph of the
manuscript.
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CHAPTER THREE
FAMILY 1
Family 1 Introduction
In 1902 Krisopp Lake published the book Codex 1 of the Gospels and Its Allies, wherein he
detailed the close relationship between the texts found in manuscripts 1 118 131 and 209.'
Because of the textual affinity these manuscripts share, New Testament textual critics often refer
to them as a collective, and the label used to discuss this collective is "Family 1."
The number of manuscripts that are included under the canopy of the Family 1 label has
increased as more studies were and are continually conducted in the field of New Testament
textual criticism. Manuscript 2193, the manuscript under study for this thesis, is one of those
manuscripts added to the Family 1 label that was not discussed in Lake's seminal work. Because
2193 is often listed among the Family 1 manuscripts,' a discussion about Family 1 is warranted
at this time.
This chapter will examine the history of the use of the Family 1 label. It will be shown that
no standard criterion or criteria has been identified before a manuscript can be labeled as a
Family 1 manuscript. The absence of a standard criterion or criteria resulted in a lack of
uniformity regarding which manuscripts were added to Family 1 and which manuscripts were
not. This chapter will also point out that this problem persists to the present day, and that there is

1

Krisopp Lake, Codex 1 of the Gospels and Its Allies (vol. 7 of Text and Studies: Contributions to Biblical and
ed. J. Armitage Robinson; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1902).

Patristic Literature;
2

E.g. James K. Elliott, A Bibliography of Greek New Testament Manuscripts (2d ed.; Cambridge: Cambridge
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a need for continued scholarship in the area of Family 1 studies to hammer out the disparities.
Finally, this chapter will raise questions as to the usefulness of the label "Family 1" in light of its
non-uniform characteristics.
Kirsopp Lake and the Beginnings of the Family 1 Label
As previously stated, Krisopp Lake detailed the close relationship between the texts of
manuscripts 1 118 131 and 209 in his book Codex 1 of the Gospels and Its Allies. Lake begins by
reflecting on an "inconvenience to the student of the Text of the New Testament."' The
inconvenience was articulated with these words: "the absence of any short method of quoting
groups of manuscripts which are known to represent a common original."' He continues, "It is
very cumbrous to have to write 13-69-124-346-543-788-826-828 every time that one wishes
to quote the consensus of all the Ferrar MSS. I have ventured to make a slight addition to the
usual critical notation in order to reduce this inconvenience, and...have used fam13 to express the
Ferrar group which is headed by cod. 13, and fame to express the group headed by cod. 1.'
Thus, the Family 1 label has its origins in a scholar's effort to "reduce [an] inconvenience."6
In order to reduce the inconvenience, Lake placed four manuscripts 1-118-131-209 into a
single family and collectively called them Family 12 His criterion for placing these manuscripts
into that family is singular: "there is no doubt as to the reading of the archetype which they
University Press, 1969), 95.
3

Lake, Codex I of the Gospels, v.

4

Lake, Codex I of the Gospels, v-vi.

5

Lake, Codex I of the Gospels, vi.

6

Lake, Codex I of the Gospels, vi.

Lake, Codex I of the Gospels, xxi—xxii. Manuscript 205 also belongs to Family 1, but did not warrant
individual discussion because Lake believed it was a direct copy of 209, and therefore did not provide any unique
evidence or information on the subject of Family I.
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represent."' Lake's criterion for including a manuscript into Family 1 was clear, but it was hardly
concise. This criterion's lack of conciseness continues to be the source of many troubles in
determining which manuscripts belong to Family 1 and which manuscripts do not. To articulate
the troubles this criterion fosters the following questions are put forth: (1) How much reading of
the archetype did a manuscript need to represent in order to receive the Family 1 label? For
example, could a manuscript be included in Family 1 if it had only a single archetypical reading?
(2) If a manuscript is included among Family 1 on the basis of some readings reflecting the
archetype, how does a New Testament textual critic know which readings within that manuscript
are legitimate Family 1 readings and which ones are not?
Using Lake's own writings from Codex 1 and Its Allies, the first question raised will now
be addressed. How much reading of the archetype did a manuscript need to represent in order to
be included in Family 1?
Even though Lake's singularly articulated criterion that "there is no doubt as to the reading
of the archetype which they represent" is imprecise, the operative words are "no doubt." Lake is
aware of other manuscripts that share Family 1 readings, but he does not label them as Family 1.
Lake acknowledges this relational awareness when he writes that there is "a close connection
betweenfaml and fam13 22 28 565 700" in the Gospel according to Mark.' This indicates, at the
very least, that manuscripts 22 28 565 and 700 share at least some Family 1 readings. So, why
were these manuscripts are not included in Family 1 by Kirsopp Lake? Answer: because there is
"doubt," regarding their archetype. Lake admits as much when he hypothesizes that "no one of

8

Lake, Codex I of the Gospels, A.

9

Lake, Codex I of the Gospels,l.
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the group may be a faithful representative of the original text, but all may have suffered mixture
with more ordinary types."10
This "close connection between fami and fam13 22 28 565 700" indicates that a manuscript
could not be included into Family 1 on the basis of a single archetypical reading. A single
archetypical reading does not remove the necessary amount of doubt for a manuscript to receive
the Family 1 label, because that reading could be derived from the archetype, or could be
coincidence, or it could be a reflection of a "pre-Antiochian recension in variously corrupted
forms.""
How many readings, then, were necessary before inclusion was granted? Lake never
clarified the matter and to this day that question has never been adequately answered. Current
scholarship regarding Family 1 reflects the absence of such a rule or criterion.
The second question is related to the first. If a manuscript is included in Family 1, how
does a New Testament textual critic know which readings within that manuscript are Family 1
readings and which ones are not?
The only way to know is for the scholar who adds a manuscript to the Family 1 label to
delineate exactly where the Family 1 readings are located. Lake initially created the Family 1
label to "reduce [an] inconvenience"' but in reducing one inconvenience he created another. The
second inconvenience is that there is no convenient way to know which readings from any given
Family 1 manuscript actually represent the Family 1 archetype, or even if an archetype can be
reconstructed.

10

Lake, Codex 1 oftheGospels,I.

" Lake, Codex 1 ofthe Gospels, Iii.
12

See footnote 5.
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Lake posited in Codex 1 of the Gospels and Its Allies that four manuscripts could be
conveniently indicated with the siglumfaml: they were 1 118 131 and 209. However, these four
manuscripts were not all created equal. Thus, Lake spills a significant amount of ink explaining
which readings from 118 131 and 209 are actually reflective of the Family 1 archetype. For
example, he writes, "There are four passages in the Fourth Gospel where 118 and 209 leave the 1
type of the text :— (1) viii 28—viii 43. (2) x 4—x 18. (3) xi 33—xi 48. (4) xiii 24—xviii 3."" After
his discussion on these passages from the Fourth Gospel Lake continues, "In the case of the other
Gospels there are several passages where the type of 1 is deserted... (1) Mt x 34—xxi 46. (2) Mc
xvi 9—xvi 20. (3) Lc i 1—ii 43. (4) Lc iii 7—iii 20. (5) Lc xxiv 19—xxiv 34."" After this
clarification, Lake continues:
It is therefore necessary to examine the readings of the type of 1 found in the
five passages mentioned above.
(1) Mt x 34—xxi 46.
In this passage there are 310 variants from the T.R. found in 1 and of these 41
are also found in 118 209. The question is whether these 41 readings imply that a Ms
of the same type as 1 was used, or not. Twenty-six out of the 41 may be dismissed as
readings which belong either to the genuine Antiochian text, or to a text so common
as obviously to need no explanation, i.e. they are readings which Tischendorf quotes
as found in more than 50 kiss, or even in a greater number.
The following remain :—...15
Lake proceeds to list the remaining fifteen readings and their support in other manuscripts.
This complicated process is then repeated for the four remaining blocks of Scripture "where the
type of 1 is deserted."'

13

Lake, Codex 1 of the Gospels, xxviii.

14

Lake, Codex 1 of the Gospels, xxx.

13

Lake, Codex I of the Gospels, xxxi.

16

Lake, Codex I of the Gospels, xxx.
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After Lake concludes this complicated yet necessary procedure, he then focuses on
manuscript 131, as this manuscript is unlike 118 and 209 because "131 only preserves the text of
the family of 1 in Mc i—v and Lc i—xxiv; elsewhere it has a text which in the main is Antiochian
though it has a certain number of variants.'
Manuscript 131 clearly shares fewer Family 1 archetypical readings than 118 and 209, thus
indicating that Lake allowed a certain amount of flexibility regarding the quantity of required
archetypical readings when assigning the Family 1 label to manuscripts. It will be shown below
that subsequent scholars have followed Lake's lead and allowed this flexibility to apply to other
manuscripts as well. This has resulted in a great disparity of the quantity of group readings
between current members of Family 1.
One might question whether Lake succeeded in "reducing an inconvenience." Especially
considering his admission that, "it is therefore not easy to give a list of readings found in 131 or
118-209 which probably ought to be regarded as those of the archetype." Lake, quite literally,
needed an entire book to articulate which readings from 1 118 131 and 209 were actually
representative of the Family 1 archetype.
The fact that Lake did articulate these readings proves that such articulation is necessary.
Thus, as the list of manuscripts belonging to Family 1 expanded following the publication of
Codex 1 of the Gospels and Its Allies, similarly specific documents should have accompanied the
manuscripts added to Family 1 to clarify which readings within each manuscript actually
represented the "Family 1" archetype. This happened only sporadically.

17

Lake, Codex 1 ofthe Gospels, xxxiv.

Is

Lake, Codex 1 of the Gospels, xlii.
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Current Status of Disparities of Family 1 Members
The great disparity in Family 1 members is best demonstrated by comparing 1582 with
2542. Consider first manuscript 1582. Manuscript 1582 has supplanted Codex 1 and is now
recognized as being the leading member of Family 1. This happened when Amy Anderson's
research on 1582 proved that 1582 represented an earlier form of the Family 1 archetype than
Codex 1.'9 Manuscript 1582, therefore, is a Family 1 manuscript in all readings of all four
gospels.
Consider now manuscript 2542, which was unilaterally added to Family 1 by Paul R.
McReynolds on the basis of its "agreement" with Family 1 in only nine chapters of Luke.'
McReynolds defined Family 1 "as agreement of all six manuscripts 1, 118, 131, 205, 209,
1582.'1 Scare quotes were added to the word agreement because in these nine chapters of Luke,
manuscript 2542 only "agreed" with Family 1 forty-nine percent of the time. So, on the one
hand, Family 1 now includes 1582 (which was not only added to Family 1, but became the new
leading manuscript of the Family based on its affinity to manuscript 1's exemplar) and on the
other hand, Family 1 also includes 2542 which was added to Family 1, but only on the basis of
its agreement with Family 1 forty-nine percent of the time in only nine selected chapters from a
single gospel: Luke.
This disparity of the quality and quantity of a manuscript's Family 1 reading has resulted in
the previously mentioned "lack of uniformity" among scholars. Paul McReynolds considered
manuscripts 1 118 131 205 209 and 1582 to be the members of Family 1 when he proposed

19

Anderson, Family 1 in Matthew, 97.

20 Paul R. McReynolds, "Two New Members of Family One of the New Testament Text: 884 and 2542" in
Texte and Textkritik: eine Aufsatzsammlung (ed. JUrgen Dummer; Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 1987), 397-403. The
nine chapters are Luke 15-23.
21

McReynolds, "Two New Members of Family One," 400.
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adding two new members: 884 and 2542. Frederick Wisse's list of Family 1 members included
ten manuscripts: 1 118 131 205 205as 209 884 1582 2193 and 2542.22 But this list is
accompanied with the following clarification, "[These] ten manuscripts are members of Gr 1 in
at least part of Luke:...''23 Reuben Swanson listed a reading as a Family 1 reading if it agreed
with 1 118 and 1582.24 Bruce Metzger does not even list the members of Family 1 in his popular
Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testament. This is particularly unhelpful, especially
when one considers his methodology for citing Family 1:
The citation of the siglum, and f l3 may, in any given instance, signify a minority of
manuscripts (or even only one) that belong to the family." The Greek New Testament
that Metzger's Textual Commentary supplements lists some manuscripts as belonging
to Family 1, but even this introductory note lacks any semblance of specificity. It
reads "Manuscripts are always named individually, with the exception of two groups
which conventionally have been known as(manuscripts, 1, 118, 131, 209, 1582,
and others)...."
How do the word "and others" help clarify the Family 1 label? Answer: They do not.
The same imprecise list is provided in the forward to the Nestle Aland Novum
Testamentum Graece" .26
Bruce Metzger and Bart Ehrman's treatment of Family 1 in their introductory text to
textual criticism is worthy of fall citation because it highlights how all this disparity creates
problems:

22 Frederik Wisse, The Profile Method for Classffring and Evaluating Manuscript Evidence (SD 44; Grand
Rapids: Eerdmanns, 1982), 106.
23

Wisse, Profile Method, 106.

24 Reuben J. Swanson, ed., New Testament Greek Manuscripts: Variant Readings Arranged in Horizontal
Lines Against Codex Vaticanus: John (Sheffield, UK: Sheffield Academic Press, 1995), ix.
25

Barbara Aland et al., eds., The Greek New Testament (4th ed.; Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 1993),

5.-6*.
26 Barbara Aland et al., eds., Nestle-Aland Novum Testamentum Graece (27th ed.; Stuttgart: Deutsche
Bibelgesellschaft, 1993), 58'.
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Early in the twentieth century, Kirsopp Lake identified a family of witnesses that
includes manuscripts 1, 118, 131, and 209, all of which date from the twelfth to the
fourteenth centuries. Textual analysis of the Gospel according to Mark indicates that
the type of text preserved in these minuscules often agrees with that of Codex O and
appears to go back to the type current in Caesarea in the third and fourth centuries.
Recently, it has been argued that 1582 should be seen as the leading member of the
group in Matthew."
The first problem is that Metzger and Ehrman are not clear on where they got their
information. Who did this "textual analysis" of Mark among Family 1 manuscripts to connect it
to 0? The second problem is that they momentarily limit their Family 1 discussion to the Gospel
of Mark when discussing Codex O." This focus on the Gospel of Mark prevents them from
including 884 or 2542 which McReynold's included in 1987. This exclusion should be expected,
because as shown above, manuscripts 2542 and 884 were not included in Family 1 based on
readings from Mark's Gospel, but on readings from Luke's Gospel. Could it be that Metzger and
Ehrman, whether intentionally or unintentionally, are letting Mark's Gospel serve as their litmus
test for a manuscript's inclusion into Family 1? Another problem with Metzger's and Ehnnan's
treatment of Family 1 is that they make no reference to manuscripts 22, 1192, 1210, 1278, or
2193, which J. K. Elliott says are "normally...considered as members of family 1.""
Elliott's language is as generous as his list is revealing of the Family 1 labeling problems.
In his bibliography of New Testament manuscripts he provides the most comprehensive list of
Family 1 members yet. He writes, "Normally the following manuscripts are considered as
members of family 1: 1, 118, 131, 205, 209; 22, 1192, 1210, 1278, 1582, 2193, 2542 and others
27 Bruce M. Metzger and Bart D. Ehrman. The Text of the New Testament: Its Transmission, Corruption, and
Restoration (4th ed.; New York: Oxford University Press, 2005), 86-87.
28 Whereas Metzger and Ehrman focused their attention on the gospel according to Mark, Frederik Wisse—as
shown above—focused on the gospel according to Luke, Amy Anderson focused on the gospel according to
Matthew, and the present writer is doing Family I work in the gospel according to John.
29 James K. Elliott, A Bibliography of Greek New Testament Manuscripts (2d ed.; Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1969), 95.
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have sometimes been included as members for certain parts of the New Testament, especially by
von Soden."" He is generous in using the word "normally," especially considering that
manuscripts 1192 1210 and 1278 have not been included in any list of Family 1 manuscripts
mentioned above. Furthermore, Frederick Wisse goes so far as to place some of them into their
own family: Family 22.3' Elliott's list shows how fickle the label "Family 1" truly is. He
acknowledges that other manuscripts "have sometimes been included as members for certain
parts of the New Testament' but he does not list them. It is possible he may have had in mind
565 which was listed as a Family 1 member—only in the Gospel of John—by George
Kilpatrick," or 872 which von Soden listed as a Family 1 member only in Mark." Yet, he
included 2542 in his list though it has less agreement with Family 1 than 565 or 872.
Furthermore, he omitted manuscript 884, which was included in Family 1 at the same time, by
the same author (McReynolds), and in the same article as 2542."
It is obvious by now that labeling a manuscript as Family 1 can be misleading, because
not all Family 1 manuscripts have equal status or characteristics. As it stands, the only criteria for
admission into Family 1 is some evidence—the amount of evidence required can be surprisingly
minimal: such as 2542, where only 49% agreement with Family 1 in nine chapters from Luke
was needed to make the cut—that the manuscript's text represents the archetype of codex 1582.36
3° Elliott, Bibliography, 95.
31 Frederik Wisse, The Profile Method for Classifying and Evaluating Manuscript Evidence (vol. 44 of Studies
and Documents; ed. Irving Alan Sparks; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1993), 107-8.

32 Elliott, Bibliography, 95.
33

George D. Kilpatrick, "Codex 565 of the Gospels" TZ 25 (1969): 130.

34 Hermann Freiherr von Soden, Die Schrifien des Neuen Testaments (pt. 2 of vol. 1; GOttingen: Vandenhoeck
and Ruprecht, 1911), 1042.
35

McReynolds, "Two New Members of Family One," 397-403.

36

Anderson, Family I in Matthew, 97. Until recently, codex 1 was the leading member of Family 1. Though it
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Consequently, the amount of information conveyed to the student of textual criticism by the label
Family 1 is surprisingly sparse, and more likely: misleading. Based on the usage of the label
Family 1 in textual criticism resources published today, perhaps the best definition of "Family 1"
would be something like this: "At some point in any given Family 1 manuscript there are
readings—the amount of which varies widely—that represent the archetype that was used in the
production of codex 1582." Ideally this definition would be accompanied by a corresponding list
of which passages within any given manuscript actually reflect the Family 1 reading."
The need to distinguish which passages from which manuscript actually belonged to the
Family 1 label has always been recognized, even if never explicitly articulated. From the Family
1 label's conception Kirsopp Lake felt the need to indicate that 131 only had Family 1 readings
in Mark 1-5 and Luke 1-2428 Paul McReynold's delineated parameters for 2542, which has
already been discussed, and Amy Anderson made major advancements in this area in her book
The Textual Tradition of the Gospels: Family 1 in Matthew.
Inherent Problems with Family 1 Label: A Case Study of Manuscript 565
In 1969 George Kilpatrick wrote an article titled "Codex 565 of the Gospels." In this article
he indentified 565 as a member of Family 1 "somewhere between Jn. i. 42 and ii. 5 to the end of
John...." This observation by Kilpatrick has been substantially confirmed. According to the

is doubtful that Family 1 will be successfully renamed Family 1582, this thesis will reflect that 1582 is the leading
member of Family 1 in accord with recent scholarship.
37 Though it would be beneficial to have a list of all Family 1 manuscripts listed along with what passages
reflect Family 1 readings, no such textual critical tool is currently available. This observation highlights the need for
ongoing research and work in the area of Family 1 manuscripts.
38 Lake,

Codex I of the Gospels, xxiv.

39 George D. Kilpatrick, "Codex 565 of the Gospels" TZ 25 (1969): 130. There is a significant typo in
Kilpatrick's essay immediately where the quote in the body of the paper cuts off. Kilpatrick mistakenly typed 566
instead of 565. Thus, at first glance, it appears as though 566 is a member of Family 1 from around John 2 to the end
of John. This, however, is impossible as 566 does not contain the gospel of John.
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Text und Textwert volume V.I on John 1-10, 565 has a closer relationship to 1582 among
chapters 1-10 than any other manuscript—including manuscript 1.4° Kilpatrick's article, unlike
McReynold's article on 884 and 2542, did not propel manuscript 565 into any list of the
members of Family 1. The closest 565 comes to making a list of Family 1 members is in the
updated version of Vanagay's Initiation a la critique textuelle du Nouveau Testament, wherein
Family 1 is described as being "closely related...to certain uncials and some of the other
minuscules:...28, 565, 700."" Being "closely related" to Family 1 is quite different than from
being listed among its members. Manuscript 565's exclusion from Family 1 has had significant
consequences in recent scholarship.
In 2007 the United Bible Societies published a critical edition of John's Gospel in the
Byzantine tradition. 42 The introduction to the volume states that, "the editor of this work sought
to present a representative sample of witnesses to the broad historical richness of the Byzantine
textual tradition across a long span of time, from the fourth to the fourteenth century."" The title
of the volume and the words in the introduction make it clear that this volume is a Byzantine
text. As the introduction elaborates on the process of selecting witnesses, a footnote makes the
following acknowledgment: "Non-Byzantine textual traditions of the Gospels known to have
been in circulation within the area influenced by the Byzantine Empire at its height and

40 "This means there is at least one manuscript to which 565 is more closely related than to 1. It is obviously a
good guess that this manuscript may also be grouped with 1, and indeed it is 1582 to which 565 is even more closely
related than to 1." Kurt Aland, Barbara Aland, and Klaus Wachtel, eds., Handschriftenliste und Vergleichende
Beschreibung (no. I of Teststellenkollation der Kapitel 1-10, pt. 1 of Das Johannesevangelium, vol. 5 of Text und
Textwert der Griechischen Handschrifien des Neuen Testaments eds. Kurt Aland, Barbara Aland, and Klaus
Wachtel; Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 2005), 53.
41 Leon Vaganay, An Introduction to New Testament Textual Criticism (2d ed. rev.; Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1991), 22.
42 Roderic L. Mullen, Simon Crisp, and David C. Parker, eds., The Gospel According to John in the Byzantine
Tradition (Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 2007).
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afterward include the texts of Family 1 and Family 13."" The footnote makes plain that Family
1, and by association its archetype, are not part of the Byzantine tradition. And yet, included
among the witnesses for this Byzantine volume is manuscript 565, a manuscript that has not only
been acknowledged as a Family 1 member in John in 1969, but has also been recognized as
sharing a text closer to 1582 than even the manuscript from which Family 1 derives its name:
manuscript 1." The obvious conclusion, then, is that 565 has no business belonging to the list of
witnesses used to construct a critical edition of John among the Byzantine tradition.
When this matter regarding the inappropriate inclusion of 565 among the witnesses for The
Gospel According to John in the Byzantine Tradition was presented to editor Roderic Mullen, he
responded in an e-mail on April 28, 2011 with the following rationale:
The broad criteria (which I began considering in 2001) for including minuscule
manuscripts in the Byz[antine] edition were that they be, for the most part, older than
13th century and that films be readily available in Birmingham. Following that, a
cull was made on the basis of von Soden's classifications. Klaus was kind enough to
share some of his data, though that does not by any means implicate him in my
choice of witnesses. In fact, my understanding of what constitutes
Byz[antine] witnesses is somewhat broader than the criteria used by INTF. I would
still want to give some weight to Colwell's 70% threshold for including
witnesses within the long run of a text-type; hence, as I note in the introduction to the
Byz[antine] edition, Ms Koridethi stands at the border of what might broadly be
considered Byz[antine] insofar as overall percentages of agreement with the majority
textform are concerned.
Do 994 and 565 stand within the parameters just noted? Certainly they are
both old, and we do have access to films of them....Without ready access to the INTF
volume on John at the moment it's difficult for me to say anything about the
percentages of agreement. Had I known Kilpatrick's article on 565 at the time, I
probably would have been less inclined to consider 565 as a candidate for the Byz
edition. Looking at my notes from 2001, certainly von Soden classed 565 as type
Ia, a type which was later shown to be mixed. von Soden also knew of 994, as we see
from vol.1, pp.259 & 598-608 of his magnum opus, though so far as I can tell he did
not classify it textually. I compared von Soden's classification of 994 and related mss
44
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with Reuss's classification, though the notes I've reviewed so far don't reveal why I
might have thought it was Reuss type B.
Still, while 565 and 994 might not fit a strict definition of Byz[antine], I
think I would argue that they do have some comparative value if one takes a broad
view of the Byz[antine] text.
The label "Family 1" does not appear in Mullen's rationale, and yet had the label been
consistently applied to 565, Mullen might not have included it. A brief acknowledgement of
Kilpatrick's essay is offered with the teaser that, had foreknowledge of it been available, The
Gospel of John in the Byzantine Tradition might boast a different manuscript or two in its
"witnesses list."
The specificity that Kilpatrick offered in his brief article on 565, that Krisopp Lake
exhibited regarding 131, and that Paul McReynolds exercised regarding 884 and 2542 is exactly
what is needed in Family 1 studies, even if this information does fall through the cracks from
time to time, as 565 has since 1969. Thankfully, the type of specificity that is needed for a
clearer definition of what it means to be Family 1 has been appearing in recent studies.
David Parker's introductory monograph to New Testament textual criticism offers a
definition for "family of manuscripts." He states that a "family of manuscripts" is "at least two
but generally more manuscripts which may be shown to be related to each other and derived
from a common archetype, it being possible to illustrate this relationship by means of a
stemma."' He does not posit a definition for Family 1 specifically, but he also does not make the
error of letting the label "Family 1" say too much. Near the end of his book he talks about the
gospels among New Testament manuscripts and he addresses each gospel individually.
Throughout this process he makes frequent mention of Family 1, but always on a specific gospel46 David C. Parker, An Introduction to the New Testament Manuscripts and Their Texts (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2008), 351.
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by-gospel basis. Consequently, when he speaks about John, he notices the peculiarity of Family
1 at this point, "One of the most interesting features of the test passages analysis in John is the
results for Family 1. Here again 1582 and 1 are closely related....But the two also show a strong
measure of agreement with 565, a purple manuscript of the ninth century, certainly never thought
before to be a family member ...."47
Another recent study on Family 1 offering further clarity regarding the label is Amy
Anderson's work The Textual Tradition of the Gospels: Family .1 in Matthew. The title of the
book promises specificity regarding Family 1, and Anderson delivers. Anderson does not try to
reinvent the Family 1 wheel, nor does she try to impose criteria on how much agreement with
1582's exemplar is needed for inclusion into the family. Anderson simply studies thirteen
manuscripts believed to be Family 1 and makes collations of Matthew from these manuscripts.
Based on these collations she made the following conclusions.
The manuscripts tested for membership in Family 1 can be categorized as follows for
the Gospel of Matthew:
•

Core members of Family 1 = 1 1582

•

Closely related members, but with variation = 118 205 209

•

Showing significant relationship = 22 1192 1210

•

Byzantine in textual complexion, but possibly having a Family 1 ancestor = 131
872 1278 2193

•

Purely Byzantine = 254248

This summary for Family 1 in Matthew is helpful and is a step in the right direction, but
more specificity is still needed. Anderson's categories fail to answer the question this chapter
47

Parker, New Testament Manuscripts and Their Texts, 325; italics mine. Once again, the pertinent contents of
Kilpatrick's article were unknown to the author.
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raises, "what readings are Family 1 readings and what readings are not?" To be fair, answering
such a question likely fell outside the purview of Anderson's research and goal, and the data that
was provided is helpful. In the categorization for manuscripts 131 872 1278 2193 and 2542
Anderson explicitly states that these manuscripts are not members of Family 1 in Matthew, but
does not prematurely remove these manuscripts from membership in Family 1 altogether. In the
case of manuscript 2193, Anderson makes the following acknowledgement, "the testimony of
2193 promises to become more important when research is extended to the other three
Gospels.' 49
Manuscript 2193 and Family 1
Von Soden is responsible for including 2193 among the members of Family 1. Frederik
Wisse succinctly summarizes the process by which he did that with these words, "Von Soden
called Lake's Gr 1 'Fr in the first volumes of Die Schriften des Neuen Testaments. He added
MSS 2058bs, 1582, and 2193 to the members discovered by Lake.... MS 2193 has been lost since
von Soden consulted it and could not be profiled.' Von Soden may have included manuscript
2193 among the manuscripts belonging to Family 1, but it wasn't until this statement by Wisse in
1987 that any published work acknowledged von Soden's discovery.
The next work to include 2193 among its list of Family 1 manuscripts was Elliott's A
Bibliography of Greek New Testament Manuscripts. That he lists 2193 as "normally'"' being
considered a Family 1 manuscript is misleading, as he is only the third person—von Soden and
Wisse being the others—to do so.

48

Anderson, Family 1 in Matthew, 145.

49

Anderson, Family 1 in Matthew, 143.

5° Wisse, Profile Method For, 105-6.
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Amy Anderson is the latest scholar to acknowledge that 2193 belongs to Family 1 and
she attributes its inclusion among Family 1 manuscripts to "Elliott and von Soden."' Because
Anderson's research was focused on the Gospel of Matthew, her conclusion was that manuscript
2193 does not belong to the Family 1 tradition in Matthew, but that it "promises to become more
important when research is extended to the other three Gospels." This statement is based on her
test collations from the other three gospels which were, "Mk 6:1-44 and 13:1-14:3, Lk 8:1-40
and 22:31-71, and Jn 4:1-42 and 13:1-14:3.'3
When von Soden labeled 2193 as a Family 1 manuscript he did an appropriate thing.
2193 does reflect Family 1 readings, but its inclusion in Family 1 manuscripts carries with it all
the challenges and limitations that come with the label as discussed above.
Thanks to the work of Amy Anderson, scholars now know that 2193 does not belong to
Family 1 in Matthew. However, based on the test collations of Anderson and those of von Soden
in other gospels, manuscript 2193 appears to exhibit readings of the Family 1 archetype. The
present writer, having done a complete collation of manuscript 2193*, will provide detailed
analysis to show where manuscript 2193* follows the Family 1 tradition and where it deviates
from it. This analysis will be discussed at length in the next chapter.
51 Elliott,

A Bibliography of Greek, 95.
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Anderson, Family I in Matthew, 142.
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Anderson, Family I in Matthew, 104.
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE TEXT OF MANUSCRIPT 2193*
Grouping Manuscripts Based on Their Texts
David Parker warns, "It is not so easy to describe the text contained in a manuscript."'
Parker also warns, "When we begin to compare the forms of text as they are found in different
manuscripts, we are always in danger of confusing the two."' For this reason, the present writer
has separated the text found in John of MS 2193 from the manuscript which contains the text—
discussed in chapter 1. The complications that arise from confusing the text and the manuscript
have been discussed in chapter 2. For all of Kirsopp Lake's efforts to "reduce an inconvenience,"
his idea of organizing manuscripts based on their texts was doomed from the outset. To put a
textual label such as "Family 1" on a manuscript is a recipe for confusion and frustration.
Scholars have long tried to identify 'texts' and group the manuscripts that contain these
texts. Ernest Colwell assesses this enterprise with his essay "Method in Grouping New
Testament Manuscripts."3 Colwell proposes nine 'suggestions' to tidy up the methodological
procedures in grouping manuscripts. Colwell does not dismiss out of hand the text types such as
Hort's Neutral, Western, Alexandrian, and Syrian, but he argues for more specificity by
distinguishing between different kinds of groups (suggestion #1), of which a "family" is the

1

Parker, New Testament Manuscripts, 159.

2

Parker, New Testament Manuscripts, 160.

3 Ernest Cadman Colwell, Studies in Methodology in Textual Criticism of the New Testament (NTTS IX; Grand
Rapids, Eerdmanns, 1969).
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"smallest identifiable group,' and beginning "from the beginning" (suggestion #8), rather than
starting with late text and working backward.'
Colwell's intentions are good, but his results are flawed. He admits this may be the case
with the caveat that these suggestions are "not as the Law from Sinai, but as a possible working
basis, to be revised and improved by scholarly criticism."'
Colwell's language about textual "families" is disastrous because he falsely assumes the
existence of a relationship between manuscripts on the basis of their texts. In discussing
"families" he writes, "[A family] can be defined as that group of sources whose genealogy can
be clearly established so that its text may be reconstructed solely with reference to the external
evidence of documents. In the family there is seldom any gap in the generations, and its members
come from a narrow span of time and a limited geographical region."'
Almost everything Colwell said regarding families is no longer recognized as true. First, it
is a methodological death sentence to try to reconstruct any text solely on the basis of the
external evidence of manuscripts, but this is precisely what Colwell has proposed textual critic
scholars do. Second, the most recently constructed stemma for Family 1 by Amy Anderson'
spans five hundred years between extant manuscripts which contradicts Colwell's claim that
Families belong to a "narrow span of time." Finally, Colwell asserts that Families take place
within a "limited geographical region" but this assumes that manuscripts are incapable of being

4

Colwell, Methodology in Textual Criticism,

5

Colwell, Methodology in Textual Criticism, 23.

6

Colwell, Methodology in Textual Criticism, 9.

'Colwell,
8

11.

Methodology in Textual Criticism, 11.

Anderson, Family I in Matthew, 101.
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widely distributed, and it far too optimistically assumes the modern scholar can locate the origin
of any given Family manuscript with certainty.
It is necessary to describe the text that is contained in any given New Testament
manuscript. While a clear distinction between a text and a manuscript must be made, a complete
divorce of the text and the manuscript which contains it will never place because manuscripts are
the medium by which the texts exist. This chapter will provide an extensive picture of the text
found manuscript 2193*, while properly maintaining a distinction between the manuscript and
the text.
One of the most recent attempts to identify groups of manuscripts based on their texts was
the Text und Textwert series. This series sought to distinguish "manuscripts differing more
frequently from the Byzantine text from those that witness to it predominantly, i.e. 90% or
more."' In Volume V.1 of the series collations of all available Greek continuous text manuscripts
at 153 test passages within John 1-10 were organized to assist the scholar—among other
things w—in identifying manuscripts with similar texts. "
In many respects, the Text und Textwert series succeeded. Thus, the scholar is now able to
determine with only a quick glance that manuscript 2193 shares a similar text to manuscripts 1,
1582, and 565, with the percentage of agreement between them being 94%, 93%, and 92%

9 Kurt Aland, Barbara Aland, and Klaus Wachtel, eds., Text und Textwert der Griechischen Handschrifien des
Neuen Testaments V. Das Johannesevangelium 1. Teststellenkollation der Kapitel 1-10 (Berlin: Walter De Gruyter,
2005), 7*.

1° The Text und Textwert series also identifies the percentage of agreement any given manuscript has with the
Majority text. It also lists the manuscripts with which a higher percentage of agreement is shared than shared with
the Majority Text, and these percentages are also listed.

" Aland, Aland, and Wachtel, Text und Textwert, VII.
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respectively:2 While this resource is helpful, it is not comprehensive, and still presents a few
problems for the scholar.
First, the data provided in the Text und Textwert series is not comprehensive, though it
should be noted that it does not claim to be. It is not comprehensive in the fact that it uses test
passages and not all passages. Also, in the case of its volumes on John, it only provides data for
John 1-10. As will be shown below, John's text in 2193 is subject to block mixture. Thus from
John chapter twelve through the end of the gospel, 2193 exhibits zero uniquely Family 1
readings. That is important information about manuscript 2193 and its text that the Text und
Textwert series is unable to supply. Like all tools, Text und Textwert works the best when
students and scholars use it while recognizing its limitations.
This chapter will serve as its own tool in the study of John's text in manuscript 2193.
Manuscript 2193 was first given the Family 1 label by von Soden. Frederik Wisse, Keith Elliott,
and Amy Anderson have all continued to use the Family 1 label when discussing manuscript
2193, and for this reason this chapter will primarily deal with Family 1 readings. This chapter
will offer specificity regarding Family 1 readings within John's text recorded in 2193 that is
lacking from current scholarship.
Family 1 Readings
The present writer's methodology for identifying a "Family 1" reading in the text of John
in MS 2193 is as follows. After a collation of John in manuscript 2193 was completed, all the
variants were compared to the readings listed in Reuben Swanson's book New Testament Greek
Manuscripts: Variant Readings Arranged in Horizontal Lines Against Codex Vaticanus: John.°

12

Aland, Aland, and Wachtel, Text und Textwert, 85.

13

Reuben Swanson, ed., New Testament Greek Manuscripts: Variant Readings Arranged in Horizontal Lines
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When a variant identified in 2193 was listed as a "Family 1" reading by Swanson in his volume
then it was listed as a Family 1 reading by the present writer.
A word about Swanson's criteria for identifying a reading as a Family 1 reading is in order.
Whenever a reading has agreement in manuscripts 1, 118, and 1582, Swanson listed this as a
"Family 1" reading." Swanson also consulted manuscript 565 for his volume. As mentioned in
the previous chapter, George Kilpatrick identified 565 as a Family 1 manuscript as long ago as
1969. Furthermore the Text and Textwert also recognizes a close relationship between the texts
of 565 with manuscripts 1, 1582, and 2193 (at least in John chapters 1-10), going so far as to
say, "It is obviously a good guess that [565] maybe also be grouped with 1, and indeed it is 1582
to which 565 is even more closely related than to 1."" For these reasons, if Swanson identifies a
"Family 1" readings that is also shared by manuscript 565, the present writer will consider it a
Family 1 reading, rather than a Family '1 reading plus an additional attestation.
One of the advantages of using Swanson's resource for this study is that it helps show the
uniqueness of a Family 1 reading. For example, the omission of the word Toii in John 1:19 is
unique to Family 1 and is not attested by any other manuscripts that Swanson consulted for his
study. John 1:3, however, has the reading of)8ev instead of o-66t Zv. This reading is found in P66,
L, 0, and SI, in addition to Family 1. Thus, it is easily shown that this reading, while a Family 1
reading, is not exclusively a Family 1 reading.
Most Family 1 readings are usually attested by other manuscripts as well. On the few
occasions that a reading is uniquely Family 1 with one or zero other manuscript attestation, these
readings are preceded with an asterisk.

Against Codex Vaticanus: John (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1995).
14

Swanson,

Variant Readings, ix.
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The Family 1 readings are as follows:
Chapter 1
ouSE Ey] cw5ev16

1:3

1:19 *rot)] OM
1:21 *Kai anExpten] COTEKp1011
1:22 *autco] OM
1:26 *AEywv] OM
1:27 auroc EOM/ 0 OTtlOW 1101) cpxopEvoc OS Etutpoakv pov yEyovcv] o °MOW 1.10U Epxopevoc
1:32

EE] EK TOU

1:38 XEyerat] OM
1:39 iSecE] oilyEa0E
N

1:42

Kat] OUTOc

Chapter 2
2:12 xatEk] +o iS
2:15

EEXEE TO KEplia] TO KENO( E4XECV

2:23 OaopouvrEc aurou] OEUVOUVTEc

Chapter 3
3:2

*notEw a au notEtc] noinaat
15

Aland, Aland, and Wachtel, eds., Text und Textwert, 53.

16 This reading is not shared by 118, and for that reason Swanson does not call this a Family 1 reading.
However, taking the Text und Textwert data into consideration, manuscript 2193 is a more closely related to 1582
and 1 than 118, therefore the testimony of 2193 should carry more weight than the testimony of 118, and for this
reason the present writer feels comfortable listing this as a Family 1 reading.
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3:19 of aVot paAAov] paAAov of aVot
3:20 ta Epya aurou] aurou ta Epya
Chapter 4
4:3

toubatav] + )(qv

4:6

outtoc] OM

4:9

ouv] OM

4:25 navta] anavra
4:35 thou XEyw uptv] OM
4:39 *Etc autov TM GallapEVECOV] 'MN 00(1.1apElTGOV Etc autov
4:47 antlX0E] riA0Ev
4:49 *pov] OM
4:51 autou] OM
4:53 tS ort] tS
Chapter 5
5:2

EittltEyolicvn] ltEyopEvn

5:5

aa0EvEta] + avtou

5:6

*11611 xpovov] xpovov ri6ri

5:15 autov] 1.1E
5:16

Kat E(T1TOUV autov OCROKTElVal]

OM

5:19 *EtTrEv] AEyEt
5:36 a Eyco] a
5:38 pEvovra EV 141tV1 EV vim/ 1.tEvovra

5:44 itapa] Trap
5:46 !Roan] 11W0E1
Chapter 6

6:3

Se] ouv
*EKE1 exaento]

6:9

memo EKE'

ev] OM

6:10 ot] OM
6:11 eAaPe Se] Kal AaI3wv
paetyratc ot Se paOritat rots] OM
6:12 everatiperiaav] eletriatioav
6:15 autov] OM
6:19 tog] WaEl
6:21

TO KA010V EyEVETO] EyEVETO TO KX010V

6:22

EKON() Etc o evefiriactv ot
TO iaotaptov] TO TIA010V

paOntat aurou] OM

6:24 EVEPTIOCIV Kat] ccvePricrav Kat
6:29

KlaTEUMITE] KlaTEUT1TE

6:31 *eon yeypappevoy] yeypartat
6:39 *alult avaatnaco auto EV 7] Oa avaaricyco auto 7
6:40

TOUTO SE E0Tt to 00,111.10C tau 1EIllIXVT0c Ile] TOUT() yap EOTtV TO

EleAripa rou Irk pou

cr..) 7] Tn
6:41 npa Kat ttiv ppa nog ouv AEyEt OUTOc ott EK] npa Kat triv ppa inog ouv AEyEl Ott EK
6:46 *Kaput] EK
6:52 Trpoc alarPtoug ot touSatot] ot touSatot npoc aXAtiltoug
OUTOc 111.11V] THAW ouroc
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6:54 KM Eyes] Kayo)
6:55 aluiekoc] akrieric
6:59

*EITEEV] EXaXriaEv

6:60 °mg o Xoyoc] o Xoyog ouroc
6:66 angX0ov nov paertnov autou] EK TWA/ i.taOrinov aurou ainiX0ov
6:68 ouv] OM
6:69 rou 4ovroc] OM
Chapter 7
7:1

TCEplEITaTEl o lg pera TOCUTa] }LETO( Tau= irEptEgarEt 0 g

7:3

aou a] a GU

7:9

SE ELITO.W aurotc] EllECOV OCUTOc

7:14 pEaouatic] pEagouaric
7:15 Kat] OM
7:28 EV no tEpco StSaanJv 0 g] 0 g EV no tEpco 518aaxcov
7:30 TrIV xEtpa] rag xEtpac
7:31 TroXA.ot SE EK TOU OXXOU] EK TOU OXA.OU OUV 1t0A71/40t
on] OM
Pritti1111
rounov] OM
7:32 mina] OM
ot cpaptaatot Kat ot apxtEpEtc] ot apxtEpEtc Kat ot (paptaatot
7:36 ouroc o Xoyoc] o Xoyog 0u-roc
EupiaETE] + IIE
7:40 TwXXot ouv] OM
oxAou] + ouv
TOV Xoyov] TUN A0r.OV TOUTUW

7:41 alaot EAEyov] aXXot SE EAEyov
yap] OM
7:42 tou] OM
onou riv SofPtS] OM
7:49

£711KOCTapaT01. Etat] Eitapatot ELM

7:50 autov] + TO npotspov
7:51 nparEpov] itpco-cov
7:53

*OtKOV] TOTEOV

Chapter 8

8:13 *Etnov ouv aura 01 yaptaatot] of ouv yaptaatot EtTEOV auto
8:21

*pEj + Kat oux CUOTIOETE RE
CCITOOCCVE1O0E] + Kat

8:25

Et Kati El

8:28 amid OM
8:33 *auto] + Kat EITCOV
on] OM
8:38 Ecopomard 11KOUCUTE
8:41 *upEtc] + SE
ouv] OM
8:48 ouv] OM
au] OM
8:49

1.- ] + Kat EITLEV

8:50 *Sokav pou] Sokay triv Eptiv
8:51 OEcoption] OaopriaEt
8:55 upov] uptv
8:58

EMEV] +OVV

Chapter 9
9:3

*0 l] tS Kat ElREV autotc

9:5

EV

9:6

*ETLEXpl6E toy TMA.OV Ent "COIN ocp0aApoug Too ruciaou] ElTEXpl6EV aurov toug
ocpeaApouc

9:8

rupXoc] Epocattric

9:9

*SE on opotoc] SE our( aAA opotoc

no IwoTao (A)] (0 EV no Iwolico

9:11 Kat anEv] OM
KoXuplinepav Toy] OM
SE] ouv
9:12

EITIOV OVA Kat ELTEOV

9:15 IttiXov] + EnottwEv Kat
9:16 akNot] + SE
9:17 1(Eyouct] itEyouatv ouv
nvot4] C(VE4EV
9:18 *-cou avarDtEtpavrod OM
9:21 'up( aurou] nEpi Eautou
9:25 ouv] OM
Kai army] OM
9:26 SE] ouv
11voi4E] (XVEOAEV
9:28 EXotSopnaav ouv] ot SE EitotSonricyav
9:29

pcoardi.11.00.E1

9:31 5E] OM
9:32 nvotE] aVE0gEV
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9:34 oAoc] oitcoc
9:40

*Kat tixoucav] tpcoucsav ouv
ot OVTEc }JET autou] ot }JEt autou ovrEc

Chapter 10
10:3

xaltEt] cpcovEt

10:4

Kal otav ta] otav to

10:7 rcaAtv] OM
10:12 SE] OM
10:16 pE SEt] SEt pE
10:19 *Eakv EyEVETO] EyEVETO Traittv
10:20 SE] ouv
10:21 avotyEtv] ocvotat
10:23 crolopcovroc] uoitopcovoc
10:26

OU yap] Ott OUK

10:32 }calm Epya] Epya }calm
10:38 Kat TOOTEUGTITE] Kat ytwoolairE
10:39 nakv aurov] aurov Tccatv
*Tic xEtpoc] TCOV xEtpcov
10:41

01-11.1ElOV EMOVIOEV] ETC01116EV 0111.1ElOV
OUSEV] OUSE EV

10:42

ETtlaTEUOCCV 1t0AJNO1 EKE1 Etc aUTOV] 7101a01. EntarEucsav Etc OCUTOV EKE1

Chapter 11
11:3

aSEAcpat] + autou

11:8 ittOaaat ot tou6atot] ot tou5aiot At8aaat

11:9

CUM wpat] wpm Elan/

11:19

*ItoWI] + ouv

11:21 o a6Ekpoc you ouK av ErEOvnKEt] ouK av andiavev pou o a6Ekpoc
11:22 Ala] OM
11:25

EITCEV1 + SE

11:30 riv] + Ert
11:31 1tEyovrEc] 6o4wrEc
11:32

EnECFEV

Etc rout no6ac aurou] ETCEOEV aurou Trpoc -mug no*

11:33 *EvE(3ptpnoaro rto it Km ErapgEv Eaurov] Erapaxeri -al) itch cog Ep(3ptpullEvoc
11:41 o rEevrpaoc -KapEvoc] OM
6E] ouv
11:44 KEtptatc] Kriptoac; KElptatcc2
11:45 *EK] OM
11:49 *autcov] +ovopart
11:50 StaAoygayed itoygE00E
11:51 &act] akl
o] OM
11:54 q ouv] 0 ouv q
aAAa] akl
*rriv] OM
aurou] OM
Chapter 12

12:3 papta] papta.p.
°ma] + °An
12:4 *otwovoc] OM
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12:6 EtxE Kat ta] Exwv Ta
12:13 Expgov] + AzyovrEc
12:14 auto] autw
12:20 ttvEc ElanyEc] EXATIVEe TIVEe
12:21 npwtwv] ripwtriaav
12:26 gum. Stomovn tic] tic Epol StaKOVT1
Eyw £4.11.] Elllt Eyw
Kal Eav] Eav
12:28 TO OV01.1a] tov UT/
12:29 Eatwd enfilade
*ocxouaad aKOUCOV
12:30 auto n ywvn] n cpcovn auto
12:33 ni.tEUEv] EpEAAEv
12:35 pEO upwv Eon] uptv EGT1V
add we
1111+ n
12:47 ItlaTEUCY111cpuAan
12:49 *E] cot"
E5wKE] 5E5wmv
12:50 AaAw Eyw] Eyw AaAw
From this point on the number of non-Byzantine readings drops dramatically, and when the
non-Byzantine readings are examined according to Swanson's text, only rarely do they agree
with Family 1, and even then, the large number of additional witnesses makes a reliance on
Family 1 entirely uncertain. A good example of this would be the reading found in 13:25 where
"This is the last distinctively Family 1 reading found in manuscript 2193's text of the gospel according to
John. According to Swanson, this reading is attested by Family 1, Family 13, and 565 only.
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St is replaced with ay. Swanson lists the witnesses as: P66 KLMD WA fl 143 33 69 157 565
788 and 1071.18 John 17:20 in manuscript 2193 has a reading that is attested by only H fi 565
700.19 This is the closest "uniquely Family 1" reading found after chapter twelve, and II is likely
to carry more influence, based on the proclivity of readings from manuscript 2193 * to be in
agreement with H after chapter twelve.
Based on these readings, the most reasonable conclusion is to identify that block mixture
has taken place. It is difficult to identify the exact location where the change from a Family 1
exemplar is replaced with a non-Family 1 exemplar. However, there is a Tao; lectionary mark at
the end of 12:50. This is a natural stopping location within the text, and it would not be
unreasonable to tentatively locate the point of change between exemplars there.
Manuscript 2193 has rightly been given the Family 1 label, but that label, as has been
advocated in chapter 3, does not say enough. A more precise label would be, "Manuscript 2193
belongs to Family 1 in the first twelve chapters of the Gospel according to Jolin.'"°
The text of manuscript 2193 after chapter twelve in the Gospel according to John resists
simple categorization. Whereas the first twelve chapters were easily identified as Family 1
readings because of its affinity with the Family 1 archetype, the last nine chapters are not so
easily labeled. As stated above when discussing 17:20, numerous readings follow the text found
in H,2' but about the time a pattern is established, a reading which radically varies from H is
found.

18

Swanson, Variant Readings, 193.

19

Swanson, Variant Readings, 235.
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The present writer reminds the reader that Amy Anderson did not consider manuscript 2193 to be a faithful
Family 1 manuscript in the gospel according to Matthew. Until scholarly work is done on the gospels according to
Mark and Luke within this manuscript the question of 2193's faithfulness to Family 1 in these gospels remains open.
21

In places such as 17:22 (II A N 0), 18:29 (II and 700), 18:32 (11 N Y S 2), 19:2 (11 A G U), and 19:12 (11 K)
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Singular Readings
A number of singular readings from manuscript 2193* present themselves when 2193's*
collation is compared with Swanson's text. The singular readings are listed as follows:
1:34 Ecopaxa] + autov22
2:11

ETIO1110E] EnOITIGEV 0 1.

6:17 EyEyovEt] yEyovEv
7:34

EU priGETE]

EURGErat

7:41 yap] OM
11:7 aycopEv] ayopEv23
11:45 a malty:my o g EntarEuaav] a EnotiaEv aripstov ETuatEuaav
11:54 nappnata TtEplEliatEl] TEERLETIOCTEL nappnata
12:13 EultoynpEvoc] + El
13:4 EyEtpErat] EyEtpETE
13:7

I.7 KCil EITIEV CCUTW] aUTW 0 1.

13:19 npo -mu] spiv
13:21 ccianv aptiv] aunv"
13:38 apriv apnv] aptly

14:13 romp] OM
18:33 pautAeuc] Palkzuc"
the 2193 follows 11 and only a select few other manuscripts.
22 Two manuscripts (G 124) read topcuca aicov, but no manuscript with the omega spelling of topaica (i.e.
ci.)pcocct) is followed with ain6v.
23 This
24

is the second unique reading involving the difference between an w and an o.

This could be attributed to a simple haplography, but it happens again in 13:38.

25 This

is a spelling error resulting from a line break. In the manuscript 13a concludes one line and km; begins
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Other Textual Features
A brief glance at the collation of 2193's text of the Gospel according to John will reveal
some textual features that cannot be categorized by Families, Text-Types, or recensions. The
most frequently cited "variation" in the collation is an orthographical one involving the presence
of a nu-movable. As mentioned in chapter 2, a corrector has employed what the present writer
refers to as "omission dots.' Exploring the hypothesis that the corrector using omission dots
was also the corrector identified in this thesis as "C2" and was working with an exemplar text
akin to manuscript K,27 the omission dots placed over nu's-moveable were compared to a
transcription of manuscript K but no correlation between the omission dots and the nu'smoveable in manuscript K was discovered.
The second most prominent "variation" listed in the collation was the nomina sacra
forms of words that the IGNTP project reckons should be written plene. Technically, this isn't a
textual variant at all, but a variant in scribal convention. The 1873 H KAINI- I LIIAOHKH, which
is the standard text all New Testament manuscripts are collated from, does not make a distinction
between a word written as a nomen sacrum or plene.
A third common "variation" is the presence of itacisms which David Parker defines as,
"strictly speaking, a spelling variation involving the letter iota, it is also used more generally for
any kind of spelling variation were vowels or diphthongs are exchanged."' The most common
occurrences in 2193's text of the Gospel according to John are the Et changed to th the s changed
the next line.
26

See Figure I I.

27 The hypothesis that the corrector had an exemplar akin to manuscript K is the result of the discussion found
in Chapter Five.
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to an i and the o and co being used interchangeably.
A final "variation" that occurs occasionally is the haplography, when a scribe's eye skips
from the occurrence of one word to a different occurrence of the same word, thus unintentionally
omitting all the text in between. These usually account for large omissions of text. One such
haplography occurs at 21:22-23. John 21:22 contains the phrase tav airrov 0elco gtvew Ewc
gpxogat, ri vac at. This same phrase concludes John 21:23. In manuscript 2193, the original
copyist appears to have confused the first occurrence of this phrase at John 21:22 with the second
occurrence of this phrase in John 21:23, thus omitting the last two words of John 21:22 and the
entirety of John 21:23. The other haplographies discovered in manuscript 2193* are found at
3:19-20, 5:9, 8:35, and 9:21.

28

Parker, Manuscripts and Their Texts, 352.
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CHAPTER FIVE
PERICOPE DE ADULTERAE IN MANUSCRIPT 2193
The Pericope de adulterae is not included by the original hand of manuscript 2193.
However, typical of Family 1 readings, the Pericope de adulterae does appear at the end of
John's Gospel.' In this particular manuscript it is written in 22 lines—the same number of lines
the original hand used on the other pages of the manuscript

in a single column. The Pericope

de adulterae is given a heading at the top of the page which is difficult to make sense of. Perhaps
"the lacking works of the Lord of the Gospel according to John"? See Figure 16 below to
appreciate the difficulty in making sense of this headin2 written in apparent shorthand.

.46

..4gt

Figure 16. Pericope de Adulterae Heading in Manuscript 2193: The heading begins with a cross
and concludes with a cross (the concluding cross is difficult to see). The transcription of the
words/letters is as follows: t iov Xur [space] tth 7E 1Cat ice 'rob Kam to) eixtyy t.

After the heading, the Pericope de adulterae's text is preceded by the words spEvvrl6ov Kai
i6c 0-n npo(pijuic EK -61c yakiXatac oimc ',71),,,ap-rat. These words are from John 7:52 and the
copyist is indicating that the Pericope de adulterae belongs after these words. A larger than
normal space is placed after these supplied words from 7:52. After the text of the of the Pericope

Anderson, Family I in Matthew, 9.
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de adulterae is concluded, a similar "larger than normal" space is found and then followed by the
words TeaktV ovv ainoic o tc

2i.t yew iy6) tti.tt r6 TO;iou x6opou, which are the words of

8:12 indicating that these words are to follow the Pericope de adulterae. All this can be observed
in Figure 20 at the end of the chapter.
The presence of the Pericope de adulterae provides significant information for the study of
manuscript 2193* in at least three areas not unrelated to each other: (1) the Pericope de
adulterae's relationship with the corrector, (2) the text of Pericope de adulterae, (3) the insight
which the text of the Pericope de adulterae offers in identifying the corrector's exemplar.
Pericope de adulterae's Relationship with Corrector
One of the greatest assets the Pericope de adulterae provides toward the study of
manuscript 2193* is regarding the corrector. An evaluation of the handwriting used by the
copyist labeled C2 reveals that this same copyist penned the text of the Pericope de adulterae
found at the end of Codex 2193. This conclusion is supported by the following evidence.
First, is the presence of the abbreviations. The copyist, as explained in chapter 2, used
abbreviations that are foreign to the main text. The abbreviation for the word ape; was used in
the margin by the corrector at John 1:19. That abbreviation is never employed by the original
hand of manuscript 2193*. However, this abbreviation used by the corrector at 1:19 is found
again in the body of the Pericope de adulterae. The full correction at John 1:19 in the margin is
npoc airrov. The same prepositional phrase is located in the Pericope de adulterae at 8:2.
Second, not only is the abbreviation here the same, but the handwriting is the same as well.
A side by side comparison of these two instances shown by Figure 17 shows the striking
similarity of the hand of the corrector and the copyist of the Pericope de adulterae.
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Figure 17. Comparison of Script: A comparison of the correction apo; afrrov in the margin at
John 1:19 (left) and the words apo; ainov as they appear in the Pericope de adulterae at 8:2
(right).

The similarities of this correction and the occurrence in the Pericope de adulterae include
(1) the way the pi is connected to the rho. (2) The way the rho has a line crossed through its leg,
like one might cross a 't' in modern English. (3) The placement of the omicron is nearly identical
in each instance, as is the accent up and to the right of the omicron. (4) The alpha is formed the
same way in both instances, and (5) the abbreviation line indicating the letters -ov is nearly
identical in each instance. The npog crircov found in the Pericope de adulterae appears to have
been written with a slightly more careful hand. Notice the exactness of the letters. The upsilon is
left unconnected from the tau, and there is a slight flourish granted to the "crossbar" in the rho.
The "more careful hand" can be explained by the following observation. The Pericope de
adulterae is not the same as a correction. In a correction the corrector supplying a correction to
an already existing text, but in the Pericope de adulterae the corrrector is serving as the "original
hand- for these omitted verses. Given the sacred nature of the text itself, a more careful hand
than a correction is to be expected.
There are other characteristics found only in the corrections spread throughout manuscript
2193* and the Pericope de adulterae. Consider the correction located at 1:39. The corrector
replaced the word Oys606 with the word 16ETE by writing '16E-cc in the margin. This one word with
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five Greek letters has two unique features that are found only in the corrections and the Pericope
de adulterae. An image of i6ETE from 1:39 has been supplied for referencintl, convenience in
Figure 18.

Figure 18. More Similar Script Features: The correction ioctE found at 1:39 in the margin, along
with the nomen sacrem for Jesus as written in the Pericope de adulterae with the iota that
extends below the line. and the word 6ctieru)ao as found in the Pericope de adulterae.

The first unique feature found in '16s-rc is that the iota extends below the line. This does not
happen with the original hand, but in the Pericope de adulterae the iota drops down below the
line every time it is the first letter of a word. This is observed in the words icp6v, ig, and Ivu. The
second unique feature from '16c-rg to notice is the upraised crossbar on the tau. The crossbar of the
tau has been raised above the line. This appears again in the Pericope de adulterae in the word
6wci-i)A.w. For these reasons, it is reasonable to conclude that the corrector labeled "C2" is the
same copyist who penned the Pericope de adulterae at the end of the Codex 2193.
The Text of the Pericope de adulterae
The text of the Pericope de adulterae in 2193 was collated and has eleven variants. To
evaluate the text of the Pericope de adulterae each variant is listed individually and accompanied
by a brief commentary.
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7:53 °um] TOTEOV. This is a reading that is shared by Family 1 manuscripts alone.' This
creates a conundrum. The original hand of manuscript 2193 * is the one accountable for the
Family 1 readings. The corrector on the other hand corrects the text toward the Byzantine
standard, and yet, in this one instance, the same hand that provides the corrections away from the
Family 1 text provides a reading that is found only among Family 1 manuscripts. The present
writer was unable to provide even a working hypothesis as to how this could happen.
8:3 xatEulitigsviv] icatcairpOetcray. This form is a reading that is only shared with E K
and 2.3
8:4 auto)] + ir.etp4ovteg. This reading is attested by the Majority and is also shared by K II
2 579 and 1346.°
8:5 goyard Joao% The word following i.to.)ijoijc is WA/. There are only three manuscripts
that have the ilcoiknic spelling followed by figiv in this verse; they are K H and M.5
8:6 yiiv] + pri irpocnotowevoc. This reading is attested by the Majority and is also shared
by K 2 579 and 1346.6
8:7 TOV kteov E7t atrat f3a4no] s t aurriv TOV ktOovXsto.). This reading is only supported
by Westcott and Hort's reconstruction of the text as represented in The New Testament in the
Original Greek (New York: Macmillan), 1935. Because Westcott and Hort's Greek New
Testament is a reconstruction, this reading found in manuscript 2193 is a singular reading, as the
only other attestation is a reconstruction. However, there is a manuscript that is only one letter
2 Reuben Swanson, New Testament Greek Manuscripts: Variant Readings Arranged in Horizontal Lines
Against Codex Vaticanus: John (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1995), 105.
3

ibid., 106.

4

ibid., 106.

5

ibid., 107.

6

ibid., 107.
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removed from this singular reading found in manuscript 2193, that is manuscript K. Manuscript
K changes the tense by adding an additional lambda to the word f3aXtro) so that it reads ge
draw Toy XiOovI3aXXtrco.7
8:9 cm; TO)V euxanov] OM. This omission is supported by the Family 1 readings, the
Majority, E K M 2 and 579.8
8:9 carom] ouaa. This variant is noteworthy because, according to Swanson's text, the
only manuscripts that read karitiaa are the Family 1 manuscripts. Even with this limited support
this is also the reading that was adopted by the 1873 TR. Because 2193 is labeled as a Family 1
manuscript, one would expect this manuscript to read garthaa rather than micra, but it does not.
Manuscript 2193 differs from other Family 1 witnesses in this unique feature of having the
Pericope de adulterae after John 21:25.9
8:10 ri yuvrl] OM. This omission is supported by E F G H K 2 and 579.10
8:11 aurri] OM. The omission of this word is not that uncommon, but the existing text
found in 2193 at this point reads, ic6 MEET SE o lc. This reading is attested in Family 1, the
Majority, K M 2 and 28.11
8:11 icarcucptvo.)] icpwco. This reading is supported only by the Majority, K and 579.12
This overview of the variants from the Pericope de adulterae in manuscript 2193 reveals
that there is an affinity between this text and the text of manuscript K. Aside from the variant in
7:53, the only other place of non-agreement with K is technically 8:7, but even in this instance
ibid., 108.
8

ibid., 108.

9

ibid., 108.

I° ibid., 109.
11 ibid., 109.
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the difference is only a single letter. Pragmatically speaking, ten out of the eleven variants found
in manuscript 2193 agree with K.
Because the variants align so closely with the text of K, it was prudent to collate the
Pericope de adulterae from 2193 against K's text.' The collation follows:
7:53 °um] TONOV. This variant was already discussed above and was shown to be a unique
reading to Family 1 manuscripts.
8:2 tipxeco] + mpoc autov
8:2 xaericrac] tcaotaac
8:5 TO] TO)
8:7 etir&v] curs
8:7 avaliapraod avagapurrog
8:713cialzro)] flcaeno
8:9 KaTO.rperi] icatasupOri
A quick survey of these variants when the Pericope de adulterae of 2193 is collated against
the Pericope de adulterae of K shows that three of eight are itacisms, one is a variation of a numovable, one is a tense change that could just as easily be a copying error as the difference is the
omission of a single lambda, and one is a difference between TO and T(.0. Thus, there are only two
variants of great significance. The first is the reading of toirov instead of oucov, and the other is
the addition of the words xpoc &nay in 8:2.

12

•• •
ibid.,
a 109.

13 The text for Manuscript K was taken from the transcription of K that can be found on the IGNTP website at
http://www.iohannes.com/XML/017.xml. (Accessed 11/15/2012)
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The Corrector's Exemplar
Another way that the Pericope de adulterae provides significant information for the study
of manuscript 2193* is that it may offer insight into the exemplar that was used by the corrector
to make his corrections. It has already been demonstrated that the Pericope de adulterae follows
a text closely aligned with that of manuscript K. It has also been demonstrated that the corrector
labeled "C2" and the copyist of the Pericope de adulterae are one and the same. Most of the
corrections made to manuscript 2193* are moves toward the Byzantine text, which makes
identifying the exemplar difficult, if not impossible. Thirty-seven corrections made to manuscript
2193* do not move to a Byzantine reading. The four instances of haplography are included
among these, as well as the six corrections to the spelling of the name Moses. These corrections
might shed light on the possible exemplar the corrector used, especially if a correlation can be
found between these non-Byzantine oriented corrections and those found in the Pericope de
adulterae. In fact, there are sixteen non-Byzantine corrections to the original hand of manuscript
2193* that are in agreement with manuscript K. Two additional variants are in agreement with
manuscript H, a manuscript from which K is supposed to have descended."
Some of these corrections, when considered collectively, are only consistently found in
manuscript K. Consider the variant at 11:48. The omission of the word Kai is shared with K Y II
and O. The addition of the word oinci at 7:12 is a reading only shared by K and H. The addition
of the word avol in 6:10 is a reading shared only by A K and Y. The addition of the phrase Etc to
irA,oiov in 6:17 is found only in K and Family 13, and finally, the addition of the word ilgv in 1:28
is a reading that only has support in K and II. The only manuscript that is common to all these
readings is manuscript K.

14

Jacob Geerlings, ed., Family 17 in Luke (SD XXII; Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1962), 9.
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Abbreviations
Because the Pericope de adulterae was written by a different hand than the original hand
of manuscript 2193*, this chapter could parallel chapter 1. Much could be said about the
presence of uncials and abbreviations and Thompson's or Hatch's classification system, but this
is outside the purview of this thesis. A brief survey of the abbreviations unique to the Pericope
de adulterae —and also found in many of the corrections—will be sufficient in discussing this
script foreign to the original hand.
As stated above in chapter 2, there are nine abbreviations to be found in the Pericope de
adulterae that are not found in the original hand. They are a, at, IN, Kai, ov, og, ou, co, and cov.
They are as follows: (1) The abbreviation for a is an abbreviation that is only used when the
alpha follows a kappa and precedes a tau. This abbreviation can be observed in the words
icamopeiv (8:6) and Kartryopoi (8:10). The abbreviation is a diagonal line that extends below
the lower leg of the kappa and reaches up to the top of the tau. This abbreviation also appears in
the heading which can be viewed in Figure 16, but that same diagonal line extending from the
lower leg of the kappa can be seen in the word Twaucog in 8:10, and it clearly does not indicate
any other letter. (2) The abbreviation for at is found frequently. This abbreviation is easily seen
in Figure 1 in chapter 1 as it is part of the K shaped Kai-compendium. In addition to its use as a
Kai-compendium in the Pericope de adulterae, the abbreviation can also be found in the words
rvabca and rwaticoc. (3) The IN abbreviation is found twice, both times in the definite article
Trig. The sigma is placed directly over the tau and the circumflex accent is placed over the sigma.
This can be observed at 8:9 and 8:10. (4) The Kai is abbreviated with both forms of Kaicompendium that were discussed in chapter 1. (5) The ov abbreviation is used frequently. It is a
diagonal line shaped like a grave accent placed directly over the letter which ov is to follow. It is
used eight times in the Pericope de adulterae. See Figure 19. (6) The oc abbreviation operates
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exactly like the ov abbreviation except the omicron is located diagonally up and to the right of
the preceding letter. (7) The ov abbreviation is shaped like the lowercase gamma in modern
printed texts. The upsilon is literally placed directly upon the omicron. (8) The w abbreviation is
a single line that is shaped like a modern-day tilde. The abbreviation is placed directly over the
letter the omega is supposed to follow. This abbreviation is used seven times in the Pericope de
adulterae. (9) The wv abbreviation looks like two circumflex accents with one placed directly
above the other. The mark on top is smaller than the mark below.
4

Figure 19. Pericope de adulterae Abbreviations: The first image is gXeyov with the ov
abbreviation shown. The second image shows the words µtaco oiiata with the abbreviations of co
and ay. The third image is .oildiv npocTyrog, with the abbreviations for ov and 0g.
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Figure 20. The Pericope de adulterae: The entire Pericope de aduherae found in manuscript
2193, including the preceding text drawn from 7:52 and the following text drawn from 8:12.
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CHAPTER SIX
COLLATION OF MANUSCRIPT 2193*
Gospel Heading TO Kara tcoavvqv aytov EuayyEAtov] EueryyEAtov Kara twavvqv
1:2

OV] AEOV

1:3

ouSE EV] ouSEv; ouSE Ey'

1:9

yart4Et] cpcor[2]Et
KOapOV] .x.oupov

1:10 rw] .T.CO
1:11 TIXOE] riABE.v. WE'
1:15 KEKpayEl xExpccyEv; KEKpaye
Ott] 0[1].t.
}IOU qv] 1[2] [1]v
1:17 &al...1(06E4 5[2] [1]w6Ecoc
1:18 EwpaxE] ECOpOCKEV; EGVaKe
1:19

rou] OM; TOU`
AEutrad + rEpoc aUTOV2

1:20 wiloAoyquE] copoAoynaEv; cotioAoyque
1:21 Kat agExpteq] attExplOq; xatc airExpleti
1:22 auto)] OM; atrad2
1:25 aurov] [3]ov
1:26 AEywv] OM; Amoy'
1:27 auroc Early] OM; autos Earn,'
oc £1.17Ip000EV 1.10U yEyovEv] OM; Oc Eplip000EV ,Lou yEyovEvc2

1:28 raura] +pEv"
EvI3rieaPapa] ev Pieavtac2
1:29 o Koavvric] OM; o tcr
1:31

EV T(.01 EV; EV

rcoc2

1:32 Ek] EK rou; Ekc2
1:34 Ecopaxa] + aurov; aurov is omitted by corrector.
1:38 Acycrat] OM; A.Eyeratc2
EpprivEuopEvov] EpprivEu [3]; EplITIVEU01.1EV2
1:39

iSETE] 4E00E; tosErEc2
SE] OM

1:41 npurroc] npuro[1]; Tcpwrovc
pEacnav] pEcnav
0 0 g
1:42 ma] ouroc
EinE] EtnEv; ME`
1:43 o 11 OM
aurov] + o g
1:45 EYPatlx] EYPatlxv; EYPcuPEc
Wald 11(00011S'
vaapEr] vaapE.r.; va4apEec2
1:46 vaapEr] va4ap[2]; vaapEec2
1:51 oupavou] ouVfou
2:1

privy] piip

2:3

1111u1P] PflP
Exouat] EXOUO1V; EXOU01`

2:5

inittlP] inlP

2:8

ccpxtrpuultivco Kat] apxtrpuvliwo ot SE

2:11

ETIOITI6E1 EITOITIGEV 0 .i.
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triv apxriv] apxriv; triv apxriv"
o IT] OM
upayspcoaE] apavEpcoaev
2:12 KatzPi] +o iS
ilitrIP] 1111P
EpElVaV] EpElVEV

2:15

EEXEE TO KEplia] TO KEp},ta EEXEEV; TO KEppa EEXEE`
aVEGTpElPE] aVEarpElPEV; aVEaTpEll)Ec

2:17 xatapayE] xarEpayEv; x[2-4]cp[1-3]y[1]at Ile
2:21 EA.EyE] EXEyEV; EA.EyEc
2:22 aurotc] OM; OWTOlcc2
2:23 qv ev] + rots
9EwpovvtEc CCUTOU] OEWpOUVTEc

3:2

-00E] riA0Ev; riA0E`
Toy iv] autov
TrOlElV a au It01Elc] notriaat; Imlay a av notEtcc2

3:3

o] OM

3:4

lArRoc] Ilk

3:5

o] OM
is] + Kat ElICEV atrruf

3:6

Earl] EaTlV; Me
Earl] EOM; Cate

3:10 o g] tT
3:12 ETCOUpavia] Enotfita
ITlaTEUGETE] MaTEllariTE

3:13 oupavov] ot;9ov
otipavotd otrVou
otvavw] ouirw
3:16 otrru.)] oututc
3:19 ot aVot paiu\ov] i.taklov ot aVot
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qv yap novripa avtwv ra Epya] OM; nv yap Trovqpa aurcov roc Epyac2
3:20 nag yap o (pauAa irpaamov WEL to (prod OM; nag yap o yaula Epaaolov 1110E1 TO yLocc2
ra Epya autou] amt.) ra Epya
3:22 StErp1I3E] StErptikv; 6tErpI3Ec
3:24

-qv] OM

3:30 Eitarrouaeat] EXaryouaeat
3:31

Earl] E0T1V; ECM`

oupavou] °Om
Earl] EOT1V; Eart`
3:32 Kat o] o; Kat oc2
EwpaxE] EWOCKEV; EwpaKEc
rpoluas touto] 11KOUOEV; T1KOUGEV TOUT0c2
3:34 SiSwow o OS] &Swot; Mum/ o r a
c

3:36 uCo] utco
4:3

acprixE] aynxEv; arixEc
tou6atav] + yqv; yip/ omitted by corrector
ara1lt0E] airiltecv; =WE`

4:5

uCo] utco

4:6

ourwc] OM; ounocc2

4:8

ayopaacoat] ayopaawatv; ayopacuatc

4:9

ouv] OM; ouv`2

4:12

ERIE] ERIEV; ERIE`
01] OM; oe2

4:13 o g] g
4:18 Eau] Earw; E0Te
4:20 narEpEc] irp4
EV tourco TEO opEt] EV to) opEt -mum
4:21 nurrEucrov] EtarEu[0-1]; ILTOTEU0OV`2
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4:22 acartipta] apia
4:23 npoaKuviaouat] EpoaKuvriaouatv
Kal yap o Kiip TOLOUTOIN 411TE1 TOK irpoaKuvouvtac autov] OM; Kat yap o itiip TOILOUTOK
411TEl toug TrpoaKuvouvrac aurov`2
4:25 REaatac] ItEatac
navra] anavra; itavtac
4:27 Eeaupaaav] E0[4]4ov; E0aupa4ovc
EUtE] ElltEV

4:29

ME] EITLEV; Elite

4:35

TETpapivov] TETpccptivoc

Eau] Early; Eau`
15ou AEyco ugly] OM; tSot) AEyco ty1vc2
4:37 o aitrietvoc] akletvoc; o oultiOtyocc2
4:38 KEKontaKaat] KEKontaxactv; KEKOTtlaKaalc
4:39 Etc aurov -rtov aapapEtitov] TCOV aattapEt-Rov Etc auroy
an] EtKEV; Elite

4:42 awn-1p] afip
4:44 o] OM
4:45 a] oaa
4:46 o i -witty] nem o g
EnotriaE] Ercottiozy; ETrourEc
4:47 aniADE] r1A0Ev; a nrixoEc2
4:49 !Jou] OM; poi12
4:51 autou] OM
4:52

E0XE] £0)(£V; E0XEc
EMOV] + ouv

4:53 g art] CC; CC Orr
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5:1

nv] +
o] OM

5:2

enthyollEvq] AEyopEvi

5:4

yap] Kff2

5:5

TpuxKovraonco] rptaKovra Kat OKTW
a60EvEtod + autou; aurov is omitted by corrector

5:6

Or' xpovov] xpovoynk

5:7

Ward [ioOtn

5:8

Eyapat] Evap[0-2]; Evapoce2

5:9

Kat Ev0aoc EVEVETO uric o 0C-170c Kal ripE toy Kpaili3a-rov autou Kat ITEplETCaTEll OM; Kat
EU0E1.0c EVEVETO Uric o CCV0c Kat ripE TOV Kpoc(313ccrov CCUTOU Kat TtEplETTOCTE1c2

5:10 Early] + Kat
*an] gEOTIV; gE0Tlc

KpaPPorrov] + aott2
5:15 avtivyeac] avrnryEtiEv; avriyyEt2tEc
avtov] 1.1E; aUTOV`i
5:16 Kat grirouv autov altOKTElVal] OM; Kat grrrovy carcov arrowravatc2
5:18 EituE] EltuEv
EAEyE] EAEyEV; ElEVE`
5:19 any] Aeya
5:22 SEScom] SESLOKEV; SE5GAC
5:23 uci] utov
5:25 cm:Qom/tat] omovao[2-3]; cacovaovratc2
4n6ovtat] 4nao[3-4]; 4110ov-rat'
5:26 EScoKE] ESCOKEV; ESCOKEc
Ua] URO

5:27 u] utoc
WU] EOM; ECM`
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5:30 npc] OM; Trpcc2
5:31

EllaUTOU] EI.1[1-3]; Ellin/TOD'

5:33 pEpaptupriKE] pEpaptupriKEV; pEpaprupriKe
5:35 ayalultaciOnvai] ayaitAtaeriyat
5:36 EScoxE] ESCOKEV; ESCOKE`
a Eyw] a; a Erd2
anurraitKE] anarrEaEv; anEaraAKE"
5:37 pEpaptypriKE] pEpap-rupgKEv; pEliaptypnnEc
5:38 IIEVOVCCIC EV U1.11V] EV UD1V IIEVOVTa
5:44 mouth:Tat] ntarEu[2]; ntarEvaatc2
napa] nap; nape
5:46 yap ETROTEUETE] yap EIROTEU[1]TE
1.1W011] 11000E1; 11COU0E1c2
EltlOTEUETE aV] EIROTEUNTE av

5:47 pripact] pripacnv; pripae
6:2

Kal] OM; Kat'
rinoAoveci] + SE; SE is omitted by corrector
avrov] OM

6:3

SE] ovy; SEc2
EKE!. ElmOnto] ExaEhico EKE

6:5

o g TOUc ocp0aitiloug] -mug

6:6

EltEyE] EXEyEy; EXEyEc

6:7

aunt)] + o; o is omitted by corrector

6:9

Ey] OM

6:10

EME] ELTIEV; EME`
01] OM

oyealtlioug o

g

aySpEc] aclotc2
6:11 EXa13E 8E] Kat Aal3coy; Elta[3E SE' the "nal Aaguy" is omitted by corrector
StEScoxE] SIEScoxEv; SteScoxEc

paAiTatc of SE penTal rots] OM; paOrratc 01SE pOriTat Totcc2
6:12 EvElarioOnaav] Eir.Anaerrav; Evoaricyegouvc2
6:14

EllOtriad EITorrioEv; EII01116E`

6:15 notriocoutv] Trotriawat
auTov] OM; auTovc2
avExcoptiod avExcopnoEv; avExcoprioEc
6:17 EyEyoved yEyovEv'
0 g] + Etc TO 7CA01012
6:19 o)c] CO6E1
6:21

TO IIA010V EVEVETO] EVEVETO TO 7121.010V

6:22

EKEIVO Etc o EVE1311041V 01 pocenTat aurou] OM; EKEIVO Etc o EVEPTIOOCV at paOriTcct auTouc2
TO Tammy] To Tritotov

6:23 tiA0E] tilt0E.v.; WE`
KU] tO KU'
6:24 EvEf3naav] avcI3naav; EvEl3noavc2
6:28 TrotouttEv] TrompEv
6:29

ECM] EOTI.V.; ECM`
IIIOTEL)011TE] 7110TEUIITE

6:31 naTEpEc] TrOc
Earl yEypappevov] yEyparrat
oupavou] ouclov
6:32

pwand pcovatico
oupavou] ouii-ou
oupavou] outiou

6:33 oupavov] outiou
6:35

EITIE] EtTIEV; Ell&
navccon] 11EIVCCO.11.; TEEIVCCOEtc

I A corrector made a mark indicating that yeyovEv needs to be replaced, there appears to be the faintest
correction in the margin. Perhaps .E.y.s.y....Et. A UV image would be extraordinarily helpful in determining this.
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8uharli

61010.114 5uPiaac

6:38 oupavov] ouVou
6:39

Eon] EOM; Eartc2
8E8GOKE] SEocoxEv; SEScoxEc

Ev] OM
6:40

TOUTO 8E Eon to 0EXTipcc too TrEptpavroc 11E] TOUTO yap EOM TO ealrilla TOU mpg pou;
routo an to OEXtipa too TrEptparoc pE 7(13cc1

Eyco] OM; qt..) EVc2
6:41 ovpavou] ot)Vou
6:42 lAtitEpa] ppa
XEyEt ouroc] XEyEt
oupavold ouVou
6:44 atmov in] canov EV tri
6:45 too ein OU
6:46 nap] EK
EWPaKEiEwpaxEv; EWPCIKEc

6:49 TcatEpEd TcpEc
6:50 oupavou] ouVou
6:51 oupavou] ovciou
6:52 Trpoc alatiXotic of toti6atot] of tooSatot Trpoc alariXoug
otnoc %Iv] riptv otrroc
6:53 uU] moo
6:54 Kat Eyw] }car.°
6:55 altriecoc] airiaric
6:57 arrEarEtXE] altaTTEOlEV; amorEIXE`
6:58 oupavou] oticiou
TratEpEd TrpEc
4aerat] Oloa
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6:59 EUTEV] EXcariaEv; EXaAnaEv is omitted by a corrector.2
6:60 ouroc o Aoyoc] o Aoyog OUTOC
6:63 ActAw] AElcanKa
6:65 EAEyE] EAEyEv; EAEyE`
6:66 artriA0ov TCOV maarirwv aurou] EK twv pa011rwv autoo anriA0ov
6:68 ouv] OM
6:69 too 4wvroc] OM; too 4wyrocc2
6:71 EAEyE] EAEyEv; EXEyEc
7:1

KEplEKaTE1 o 1.- 1.tEra raura] pera raura 7TEplE7taTEl 0 tS

7:3

aou a] a au; a C5OU'

7:8

Eyw OUlT(.0 avai3atvw Etc rriv Eoprtiv TaUTrIV] OM; Eyco °UM° avaPatvw Etc TI1V EOpTT1V
raurrivc2
0 Katpoc o EllOc] o Epoc Kcapoc

7:9

SE] OM
aurotc] auroc

7:10 aurou] + Etc rip, Eoprrivc2
Etc rriv Eoprriv] OM`
7:12 ou] OM; ouxta
7:14 pEcrouatic] pEaa4ouaric
EStSaaxE] EStoccoxEy; EStSaaKE`
7:15 Kat] OM; Ka la
E0aupa4ov] + ouv; ouv is omitted by corrector.
ypappara ot6E] ot6Ev ypawara
7:16 aTEEKptOn] + ouvc2
7:18 EMI] Early; ECM`
2 There is a marker here indicating that something should be in the margin, but there is nothing (perhaps
erased?).
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7:19 I-twang] ticovallS"
7:20

MEE] E1TEEV

7:21 o] OM
7:22 1Koar1c] 1,1covare
norrEpwv] Trpu5v
7:23 pwaEwc] pcouaEcocc2
7:26 A.Eyouot] AEyouatv; A.EyOU0e
EOM OLA110Wc] EOM

7:28

EV tW tEpw StSacw.ov o g] o g EV no tEpto StSacrxwv

7:30 rip xapa] TC(c xapac
7:31 noltitot SE EK Toy OXiOld EK toy OXAOU ouv TIOX11.01
on] OM; art'
11T1rti un
TOUTWV] OM
7:32

7:34

TOLUTCC] OM; TaUtac2
01(1x:1w:roam Kat of apxtEpac] ot apxtEpac Kal co.

yawl:not

EUp110ETE] EupfluErai; Eupricrere

7:36 OUTOc o loyod o loyog outoc
EuTE] MEV; Elite
Eupticrerd + pE; pE is omitted by corrector.
7:37 Expa4] Expa4v; Expa4c
7:39

EIRE] MEV; Ellie
0] OM

7:40 rro2aot ouv] OM; TroA2tot ouvc2
ox2tuu] + ouv; ouv is omitted by corrector.
rov Aoyov] ruJv Aoycov TOUTWV
7:41 altitot EXEyov] aAAot SE EltEyov; SE is omitted by corrector
cOultot SE EAEyov] oi. SE EXEyov
yap]
yapc2
OM;

7:42 toy] OM
Sa[31.5] 5&6
onto] ex
onou nv 5a[315] OM
7:49

Enworraporrot Etat] Ercaporrot ElOW; EntKorrocpatot Etat'

7:50 aurov] + TO nporEpov
7:51 nporEpov] npwrov
7:53 otKov] TOTEM
8:3

KarEarit.q.tEvriv] xatcanyeeloav

8:4

aurw] +7tElpg0VTEc

8:5 Inocn licouarlS
8:6

yriv] + µn npocnotoupEvoc

8:7

toy Xle0V Eli aura [3aA.Erw] Eli aurqv toy ALOOV [3AETW

8:8

naAtv Karco Kutpac EypmpEv] .n.[1]A[2] .K.[1]rw Kutp.a.c. E.y.pacpEv

8:9

Ecoc TWV EaXaTWV1 OM

wawa] ouaa
8:10 ri yuvrd OM
8:11 aura] OM
KaraKptvG.)] Kptvw
8:12 o t.0(1.)T01.c Ekall0E1 EAC01.110EV OWTOlc 0 iS
0E152
TIENITOITT10E11 nEptnartiaq; nEptnarti
8:13 emov ouv aurw ot paptaatot] ot ouv cpaptaatot ELTEOV aurw
8:19 o
8:21 ItE] + Kat oux EURGETE 11E; pE is omitted by corrector.
ano0avEta0E] + Kat
8:25

Et Kat] Et

8:26

Earl] Eart.v.; ECM`

}caw] OM`
Aeyco] itoOto.)
8:28 aurotc] OM
EStSge] e&SakEv; eSt5a4c
8:29 caprixE] aptixEv; acprixEc
o Talp] OM; o Tole
8:33 autco] + -Kat El:110V
on] OM
8:35

o tg

8:38

Eyes o Ecopaxa] a Eyco Ecopaxa

Etc toy ocuova] OM; o v IEVEl Etc Toy CCLCOVac2

EGOIMKOCCE] 11KOUGaTE

no TEN TOO TCPc
8:39

EOTI] EGT1V; Eanc

8:41 upEtc] + SE; SE is omitted by corrector
ouv] OM; ouvc2
8:42 ouv] OM; ouvc2
arcEarEtIcE] alTEOTE1AEV; Of7tEOTE.XEc
8:44

UpEtc EK] + toy
EOTt] EOM; EGT15

8:46 SE] OM; SE'
8:48 ouv] OM
atd OM
8:49 < + Kat EVILEV
8:50 Sokav pou] Sokav triv Epriv; Sokav pou. T11v Egriv is omitted by corrector.
8:51

OEcopriari] OEcoptiact

8:52 alrEeavE] andavEv; arrEeave
yEuaErat] yEuaritat; yeuaeratc2
8:53 aTrEeavE] andavEv; anEeavEc
au] OM

8:54

UlICJV Eart] rwcov EOM; micov Earl`

8:55 upwv] uptv
8:56 ELSE] EDSEv; EISEC
8:58

MEV] +OUV

8:59 ourcod ourco.c.; ourcoc
9:1

Enica
yEvErnc] yEv.v.i.rnc; yEv

9:3

o i.] C4' Kat EtREV auroic

9:4

Sa Epya4Ea0ai] Sa EpyaEa8E

9:5

EV VA) KOCF1.10) CO] CO EV TO.) KOCTIALJ

9:6

ETCTUOE] EETUGE.V.; EITTUCYE`
ETIEXplaE TOV itiAov in tovc oyOccAlmuc toy ruyAou] EltEXplaEV aurou roug oyeaA.poug;

EnExptaEv aurou -colic op0aApoug was omitted by corrector.
9:7

tilted nA0E-v; riXecc

9:8

rucaoc] npooattic; ruyAocc2

9:9

SE ott 01.1014 SE OUX1 aAA opotoc; SE OTlopolocc2

9:11

Kat EMEV] OM; Kat MEV'
E7101110E] ErcouwEv; EIT0111CFEc
EITEXplad EHEXpICTEV; EILEXplaEc
LUTE] EIITEV; Ell&
KOA.14113110paV toy] OM; KoltutiPtiOpccv Toy'

SE] ouv; SE'
9:12

EITEOV OUV] Kat EtTcov; Eurov ouvc2

9:15 TEnAov] + EnotnaEv Kat; EnotnuEv Kai is omitted by corrector
EITE011KEV] EREOrIKE`

9:16

Earl] EOM; Eatl`

aAAot] + Se
9:17 AEyouai] Azyouatv ouv; the moveable nu and ouv omitted by corrector.
tivcgd avagEv; avEcge
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9:18 toy avaPitetpavrod OM'
9:21 otSapev 11 tic rivolkev autou tour opealtpoug %wig OUK otSapev] autov epwrriaare;
otSapev ri tic rivotev autov -mug opeaXpoug wag out( ot5a1AEVc2
autos riAtxtav exet autov EpUrCTIGOETE1 autov EpWT1100CTE nktxtav EXEl; OCITCOV EpyrnaccrE
aUtOc riXtxtav Exac2
'rept cnou] nept eaurou
9:23 ot yovetc autov etitov] E1710V 01 yovetc autou
9:25 ouv] OM
Kat ElITEV] OM
9:26 Se] ouv
egotriae] enotricev; enotrioec
rivotW avegev
9:28 OtotSopriaav ouv] ot SE e2tot6omicav; ot Se is omitted by corrector.
9:29

1.110011] pLOGE1

9:30 an Kat aVagE] EOM/ Kat aVE(OkEV; LOU Kat aVagElic
9:31 Se] OM; Se'
9:32 rivot4] avewev
9:34 oitoc] cawc
9:36 eute] EMEV Kat; El7TE Kat`
ECM] E0T1V

9:37

Enid EU1EV

9:39 fiaerrwat] 13Aemaatv; 3AETC1001`
9:40 Kai rlKouaav] rptoucrav ouv
ot OVTEc I.1ET aUTOU] 01 pEt avtov OVTEc
9:41 av] OM`
ouv] OM; ouvc2

3 There is a marker here indicating there needs to be additional text, but there is no additional next in the
margin.
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10:3 }<AEI] cpcovEt
10:4 Kat °ray ra] may -Ea; may SE tac2
Ivor3ara] np[1-2]ra; npo[3a-rac2
otkat] otkatv
10:5 otkat] otkatv; mike
10:7 =Awl OM; nakivc2
10:12 SE] OM; SEc2
10:15 ylvcoaxco][2]vwaxu)
10:16 1.tE SEt] Su pE
a}covaouat] aKowouaw; axouamatc
10:17
10:19

OM; Erd2
Eyw]

.

itailtv EyEVETO] EyEVETO 'MAW

10:20 SE] ouv
10:21 Earl] EOTIV; EMI`
avotyEtv] avot4a
10:22 totc] OM
10:23 aoltottcovioc] aoAol.Rovoc; aolomcovroca
10:24 EIRE] EUTE.V.; Ea-re
10:26 cm yap] Ott OUK; on oux is omitted by corrector.'
10:27 axoltoueovcrt] axoltou0ouatv
10:29 SESooKE] SESWKE.V.; SESwice
Earl] EOM; WTI`
TCPc 110U] TEPcc

10:32 mica Epya] Epya Kayla

4 A marker indicates additional words should be supplied, but if they were supplied in the margin, it looks as
though they have been erased.
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10:33 11/4EyovrEc] OM
10:34 Ea-n] Eativ; WTI`
10:35

EIRE] EllIEV; Eine

10:36 riytaaE] riytaaEv; nytaaEc
u] utoc
10:38

Kat ITIOTEUGT1TE] Kat

ytywamitE; Kat TCIOTEUGlite

10:39 TraAtv atTrov] autov TraXtv
TIN xEtpoc] TWV Xetpcov
10:40 ouriX0E] amiX0Ev; an iA0E`
10:41

C1111.1E1OV ETIOUWEV] Elt01110EV arwEtov
ov5Eva
OUSEV] OUSE EV;

10:42

E1ROTEU0CCV WWI EKE1 Etc

11:3

aSEX(pat] + aurou; autov omitted by corrector.

autov] nolaot ETCIOTEUOIXV Etc autov EKEI

11:4 aa0EvEta] cca0EvEta .a.u.t.n.; OCCOEVElac
ECM] EatIV; Eattc
11:7 aywilEv] ayottEv
11:8 AtOaaat ot touSatot] ot muSatot Ateaaat
11:9

EICIV

wpat] wpat ElOW

11:11

EIRE] EITEEV; WEE`

11:12 ouv] + autw'
aurou] OM`
11:14 anEeavE] altE0avEv; anEeave
11:19 noklot] + ouv; ouv is omitted by corrector.
11:20 o] OM
11:21 o aSEkpoc 110U OUK UV ETEOVYIKEt] OUK av OrTIEEUVEV 110U 0 a5E.Axpoc; OUK av anE9avE pou
o a6EAxpocc
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11:22 akla] OM
11:25 EtnEv] + 5E; ELITE SE`
11:28

anriA0E] anTIM/Ev; anTIM/Ec
Eq.ovTioE] Eqxovriaev; EqX0V110E`

11:30 riv] + ETI
11:31 XEyoyrEc] SoavrEc-5
11:32 ETLEOEV Etc TOUc no5ac autou] ETEEOEV autov npoc TOUc 710Sac
COTENIVE] COTEOCCVEV; aTIEOCCVE`
11:33

EyEfiptiinaccro "CCU nVt Kat EtapgEV Eaurov] Erapax0T1 To) 701. We EpPpti.u.opEyog

11:34 ELITE] EUTEV
11:39 Earl] EGTIV; E0T15

11:41 o TEOVYIKOJc KEIVEVOd OM; o TEEMIKCOc KEllIEVOcc2
SE] OUV;

SEc2

T1PE1 11PEv; ripe
EtnE] EUTEV; ME`

na-rEp] Tap
11:43 Expauyaoc] ExpauyaoEy; ExpauyaoEc
11:44 xElptatc] wriptatc; xEtptatcc2
11:45 Ex] OM
o t] atipEtov; o tV
11:48 111.1WV Kal] T111COV .(100.).; r1 ACA
11:49 aurcoy] +oyottart
11:50 StaXoytEo0E] Aoyt4o9E; Staitoyt4E0,0Ec2
11:51 &act] aAA; aAAac2
o] OM
11:54 -R ouy] o ouv g.
5 There

is a marker placed here by a corrector, but whatever was placed in the margin has been scratched out.
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Tcappriata 7mi:11E1w-raj rcEplercara nappncrta
Wm] aAA
riv] OM; rip,'
Scapt0E] StEtpckv; Sterpt0E`
aurou] OM; aurovc
11:57 SE Kat] 6E
ant] EGT1V; EGTIc

12:2 auvavaKEtpEw.ov] avaKEtlievcov um/
12:3 papta] papta.p.; papa`
*pc* rats egtv auric WIN rcoSac °rum) i SE =la] wag apply ccutric carEligEv n SE
°ma oAn; an is then omitted by a corrector.
12:4 cipcovoc] OM; on.uovocc2
12:6

ELITE] EVITEV; ME`
ELXE Kat Tod Excov ta6

12:9

EMT] EOtt.V.; EaTtc

12:12 o 1.11.
12:13 tnrav-rnatv] airavcriatv
Expor4ov] + hyovrec
Etaoyripevoc] + Et; El omitted by corrector.
o PoicriA,EtN1 PacnA.Evc
12:14 auto] carao
12:18 rixouoz] tiKovaav
12:20

TlVEc EAAnvEc] EAltivEc TtVEc

12:21 ripcorwv] iponnaav
12:22 XEyovat] itEyouatv; AEyouatc
12:23 tg] utoc
12:26

EpOt 51aKOVI1 Tic] tic EpOt Scomovn

6 Above the word exow there is a marker indicating a change. It appears as though the change took place in the
right margin, but whatever was in the margin has since been erased.
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Eyw apt] apt eyw
Kat Eav] Eay; Kat Eavc
12:27 narEp] nZp
12:28 narEp] TEp; Trzp arEc2
ro ovol.ta] Toy Vii; TO ovopac2
oupavou] ouclou
12:29 EGT(.0d Earrinwc
axoucrad axcwwv; anouaacc2
EXEyE] EXE-yEv; EXEyEc
12:30 aurri ri cpwvn] ri cpwvi aurn
12:33 EXEyE] a EyEv; EA.Eye
tWEAAEv] EpElti\Ev
12:35 11E0 upwv can] EV uptv EOM; EV
zwc] (0c; aocc2

nv Earl`

Prli + ii
ot3E] ot6E-v; ot6ec
12:38 ElITE] ElLITEV
E1T1OTEUGE] Eit1OTEUOEV

12:39 1115vvarro] ESUVORMO
12:40 ITERCOIXOKEV] EircoptooEv; EMOOWOEV is omitted by corrector
twat] tSwatv;t8wcnc
voiawat] vonawcnv
Entarpaywat] Emarpcapwaiv; Emarpaywcnc
12:41 EISE] et5Ev; ELSE`
EXalinaE1E1taXnaev; Eitaitnae
12:44 Expa4] ExpakEv; Expake
12:47 niarEuan] cinaakri7
12:49 c] an
EScoxE] SE5COKEV; 5E6U1KE`
There is a marker indicating a correction, but if there was a correction in the margin between the two columns
of text, it appears to have been erased.
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T1 itabiaco]

[2] laittiaco

12:50 AaAw Eyco] Eyw AaAw
EtpriKE] etprixEv
oval)] ourw.c.; °Imo`
13:1 EAriltueEv] nA0Ev
13:2 touSa] OM
autov Trapabw] napaSco aurov
13:3

ErIA.OE] EriA.0E-v; cknitee

13:4 EyElpEtal] EyEtpetE; EyEtpEratc2
neriat] netiotv
13:7 lS Kat EMEV aUTCO] aurco o tS
13:8 auto TEETp0c] aurw o nErpoc
vupric] vul).q.c; vttpac'
roug TcoSac i.toldilOU roux Tro5ac
13:9 atpund OM
13:10

ECM] EOM

13:11 Eumv] + Ott
13:12 Lv4E] EvupEv; Evt+Ec
Eat] OM
EltortlE] Exorpcv; aape
aVaITEMOV IMAM [1-2]0(VEREOEV Kat;

Kat aVEITEGE Katc2

13:13 o 51.6.oraKaAoc Kat o < 0 g Eat o St6aaKocAoc
13:16 Lan] EaTIN; Earl`
13:18 per Eliot)] you
13:19 Trpo rou] Trptv
Flat] ElITOV UlltV
13:20 Eav] av
EpE XOLIIPOCVEt] +

6e] OM

Eat

13:21 411:v-cup-gad epaptuptiOEV; epaptyprIGE`
aptly apriv] apriv
13:23 etc] + EK
13:25 Se] ouv
13:26

EniSwow] Scomo au-rw; e1itScomoc2

tpwinov] + itapi3avet Kat; Aapi3avEt Kat omitted by corrector
13:28 Se] OM; Sec
13:29 o tou8ac] toubac
13:30 eueadc ekrIXOEv] ekr1A0Ev Eu0ecoc
13:31 ouv] OM
gr12t0e] griA.Oev; griA.Oec
13:33 ptxpov] + xpovov; xpovov is omitted by corrector
13:34 alariltoug mew] alt2triitoug [1].a. }mew"
13:35

EXT1TE] EXETE

13:36 aKoltouOriactc pot] aKoltouNcetc; aKoXouOrpac pot'
13:38 minx) o] OM
apriv apriv] aptly
14:2 av] OM; avc2
av uptv] + on
14:3

U1.11.1, TO'ROV]

Torrov upw

14:9

ELOpOCKE] £(.4paKEV; EG)plIKE`

14:10 eau] ECTI.V.; Cate
14:13 Touro] OM
ucTi] -um
14:15 Tac glad you
14:22 K-E1 + Kat

14:23 o
14:28 OT1 ElITOV] Ott; On ElTCOV`2
E3T1] EC:Y[1V; ECM`

14:29 marEuontE] + on Eyw E1TCOV U1.11V; OT1 Eyw EITCOV U1-11V is omitted by corrector.
14:30 rotrov] OM
15:1

ECT1] EOM; ECM`

15:6

aura] aUTO
Etc] + TO

13aXA.ouot] f3ccUovat.y.; [3aklouat`
15:9 nyamiGE] nycatrioEv; gyormicrEc
15:11 upivi.tEtyq Kat] uiav Kat; 1411V pal/11 KalC2
15:13 pEt.,Toya,1 mEir,[2-3]; pEgova'
15:15 up:cc AEyw] AEyw upac
ot5E] 015Ev; 015E`
15:16 pEyril ti[1.-3]; limn`
15:20 ECTU] EgT1V; ECM`
15:24 TtErroinxEv] EnoinaEv
Ewpaxuat] Ewpcmccutv; Ewpaxacic
15:26 itpc] + pou
16:3 uptv] OM
16:4 corm] + atrcwv
16:7 AEyw wry] uptv AEyw
yap] EY(A)
16:10 OUK En] ou; OUK En'
16:13 ay] Eav
Acancra]

AaAnce2

16:15 Eon] ECYT1V;
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EtTrov] + uptv; uptv is omitted by corrector
16:16 Eyck)] OM
16:17 Earl] EOM; Earl`
Eyw] OM
16:19 ouv] SE
16:21 r1KT/11 T1KT.E.1.; T1KrTic2
yEvvgard yEvvric.E.t.; yEyvno.ric2
16:22 ExErEl E[1]ErE; ExErec2
16:23 our av] o Eccv
16:27 Toy] OM; Toy'
16:29 auto)] OM
16:32 cart] Earl.V.; ECM`
16:33 E4TE] EXETE
17:1 oupavov] ou9ov
EINE] EUTEV; Erne
KaTEpl TCP

17:2 SEScoxac] ESwiorc
&owl] 5wact
17:3 ytywomoot] ytvwcimoutv; pvcoaKwatc
17:4 SEScoxac] ESwxac
17:5 narEp] Tap
17:6

TETTIptiKaat] TETTlinixacriv; TET11priKaalc

17:7 Eyvcoxav] Emo[1]av; Er/way`
17:9

Etai.] EIG1V; Elalc

17:10 Ean] EOM; Earl`

17:11 OUKET1 ELIA EV n KOGIRO] OUKET1 EV TEO KOO1110 E11.11
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TratEp] Tap
ouc] w
17:16 Etat] ElalV
17:17 Eon] catty; ECT1c
17:19 tva Kat avtot wow] wa watv Kat autos; wa con Kal. auto!!
17:20 TCEpl ROA ITEpt ItaVTOJV Twv
17:21 wan] wow; woe
TratEp] Tap
17:22 5E6wKag] EScoKac
SE5wKa] EowKa
17:23 coot] wow; coat`
17:24 =up] Tap
KOCKEIV011 Kat EKEW01.
wary; COCTI5

17:25 TrarEp] Tap
18:1

ET1113E] EkrIADE.v.; et.i1tOec

18:7

Eltripurcnin]

ErcripUrriCTEV; EitripCOTTiCe

18:8 o
18:9

8£6(.0Kad C6WKOC6

18:10 Effalad ETtatoEv; ETCatOe
18:11 coy] OM; Golf
SESwKE] SE8wKEv; 6E6wKE`
18:14 avOpmrov] aCiov
18:15 ouvEtoriXOE] ouvEtaTIADEv; ouvEtatilM
18:16 MEE] EUCEV; EINE`
18:20 rri] OM
TravtotE] Travr[2]; Tcavrore

18:22 akoKE] ESWKEV; ESWKEc
18:26 aPXIEPEwd aPX1EP[1]04
attEKotpe] aTtEKOITJEV; CCITEKMPEc
18:29 mAaroc] + EW
and ElliEV; ELITEc

18:31 EIROV ouv] EllTOV SE
18:32 MEE] EITIEV
111.1EUEV] EtIEUEV

18:33 upcovnod apcovricEv; Eqxovnue
PaatAEug] Paylcuc
18:34 aneKptOn auto] arrEKpivaro
alaot] aitiltoc
mold ElltEV; Ell&
18:36 0] OM
18:38 giAGE] gii_
10Ev; E.PriA0Ec
18:39 ECM] Early; Eallc
Eva ujnv arroAuow] Eva ancaucu uittv
ouv u}uv airoXuaud ouv Iva ano2tuato uptv
18:40 nem] OM
19:1 Epacrrtycoad EpccortytiouEv; Ettaartycoue
19:2 ayrou] + Ent; ETU is omitted by corrector.
Tn. Kapaki] q.v. Kupcati.v.; Tr! KEyaxna
aurov] + Kat 11pX0VTO Tupoc aurov
19:4 EkriltOev ouv] Kat Ek11lt0Ev; Kat Etixee
Ev auto) ouSEttlav] ouSERtav EV aunt)
19:5 o IK 4)] Eko) o.cr
19:6 ataupwaov ltEyEt] oraupcdoov autov ltEyEt
19:7 rot)] OM
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19:11 EtxEc] [3-5]; EixEcc
pEt(ova] µEgov; pEgovac2
19:12 o naaroc anohaat annoy] anoltuaat aurov o naaroc
Expcgov] Expauygov
paatAnc aurov] Paatha Eaurov
19:13 TOUTOV rov Aoyov] toy Aoyov TOUTOV; twv Aoyov rourwvc2
tou] OM; TOD°
19:14 wpa SE] wpa nv
coact] (AK; woe'
19:15 EKpauyaaav] Expauya[1-4]; EKINCUrailVc
19:16 annyayov] nyayov
19:17 toy araupov aurou] Eautou toy OTPOV
19:19 EypatpE] Eypatinv; EypoupEc
EenKEv] EnEeriKEV
araupou] arpou
19:20 tncltoltEwc 0 ronoc] 0 TOTE0c Vic noA.Ewc
19:21 ElITE] ELTEEV; Elite
19:23 appayoc] apayog
19:25 araupw] ar-pw
WIMP] }AP
121rPod Pc
19:26 111'mPa] lifja
tirlsrPti PI
19:27 lirltrlPi Pf1P
aurnv o imentric] o paenrng autriv
19:28 navra non] On navra
19:30 ouv] SE
Eita[3E] EXar3Ev; Eital3E`
EuTE] EUTEV
TrapESCOKE] napEScoKEv; napE6coxec

19:31 otat)pot)] OTPOU
19:34

EVUkE] EVUkEV; EVUke

wevc] etr0[2]; eueewc"
19:35 tva] + Kat
19:38 pera SE] µera
0 moony] twory
aptp8atac] aptpaOtac
rIPE1 rIPEv; TIFF`
19:39 OBE] riX0ev; riXOE`
couet] cog
20:4 irpoeSpapE] rtpoeSpapEv
nA0E]1iteev; tiMec
20:8 EtatiltOc] etoriABEv; EtorMec
etSe] et5Ev; ELSE`
20:11 irpoc to IIVTipElOV] irpoc VA pvripetco
20:14 o] OM
ECM] EOM; ECM`

20:15

Earl] UMW; Eine

20:16 autw] + el3patcyrt; Ef3patart is omitted by a corrector.8
palVouvil par3ovvi.
20:18 EcopaKe] aopaKEv; ecopaxec
20:19 pentad + avrou
20:21

COMOTAKE] COTEOTAKEV

20:22

EVECpUGTIGE] EVETUCTrIOEV; EVE(pU011GE`

20:28 o Owpac] ewpac
20:29 ecopaKad EcopoKacc
8 This is the only place in the text of John in manuscript 2193 where the corrector crossed out the word that is
to be omitted.
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(Roma] OM
20:30 san] EGT1V; Earl`
20:31 o 4
21:1 EcpavEpcoaE] Eyccvcpcomv; apavEpwae
21:4

ECM] EOM; EOTtc

21:6

TO oll<T170V] OM`

auto E2maat] ducuaat auto
21:7 cart] Early; ECM`
ECM] &MN.; Earl`

21:14 aurotdOM; autou'
21:19 Et71E] alTEV; EtTIE`
21:20 El7tE] EtTIEV
21:22 au axoltou0Et pot] OM (the beginning of a large haplography)
21:23 is entirely omitted due to haplography
21:25 can] EOTt.V.; WTI`
005E] ou8
Gospel Closing

TO Kama

Koavvriv arov Euayythov] EuayyEktov Kara twavvrjv
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CHAPTER SEVEN
CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions can be drawn after the intensive study of manuscript 2193*.
While all manuscripts are unique in their own way, manuscript 2193 * contains many
features that the student would expect of a 10th century gospel codex, such as the presence of
abbreviations, contractions, ligatures, spacing, and punctuation. The abbreviations, contractions,
ligatures, and spacing all generally conform to what has been observed in other manuscripts and
written about in books by Thompson, Hatch, and Metzger.' The punctuation also conforms to
what would be expected of paleography from that time, although, the use of the ekthesis varies
widely from manuscript to manuscript. The observation in this study that the ekthesis marked a
change in the subject of the narrative has not—to the best knowledge of the present writer—been
observed before.
The extensive study of the minuscule script used by the original hand of the text of
manuscript 2193* revealed that this document could very well belong to the latter half of 10th
century. The sporadic use of curved breathing marks combined with the reticence of sacred text
to be innovative in scribal conventions leads one to believe this script belongs to Thompson's
codices vetusti classification and Hatch's "Second Period" classification.
The nomina sacra that were observed within the manuscript also conformed to what has
Edward Maunde Thompson, An Introduction to Greek and Latin Palaeography (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1912). William Henry Paine Hatch, Facsimiles and Descriptions of Minuscule Manuscripts of the New
Testament (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1951). Bruce M. Metzger, Manuscripts of the Greek Bible:
An Introduction to Greek Palaeography (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1981).
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been written about them by previous scholarship. Should a more extensive survey be conducted
to observe a more nuanced development of this scribal convention, the presence of kroupavtoc
and motripia as nomina sacra in this manuscript would likely be a valuable observation.
The correctors and their corrections within manuscript 2193* provide insight into the use
of this document. Because John 1-12 in manuscript 2193 adheres to the Family 1 readings, many
of the corrections found are a move from the Family 1 readings to a more "Byzantine" text.
These changes suggest that there may have been such a thing as an ecclesiastical standard and
that it was job of scribes and copyists to make sure their manuscripts adhered to this standard.
The types of corrections exhibited in manuscript 2193* were standard fare with the
exception of the "omission dots." These dots were placed conspicuously over the words and
letters that were supposed to be omitted. The dots may indicate a respect for the sacredness of the
text. Other options were available to the corrector, such as erasing the text and re-writing it.
Though this did take place from time to time in the text of manuscript 2193*, it was not nearly as
frequent as the use of the omission dots.
The study of Family 1 in chapter 3 revealed that applying the textual label "Family 1" to
manuscripts has created problems for recent scholarship. The label "Family 1" to describe the
text of a manuscript does not provide the scholar with enough information. It is not enough to
call a manuscript a "Family 1" manuscript. The label ought to be accompanied with a list of the
readings within the designated manuscript that reflect the Family 1 reading. Chapter 4 provides
precisely this type of information in relationship to the text of manuscript 2193*. Manuscript
2193 is a Family 1 manuscript in chapters 1-12 in the Gospel according to John. The text after
chapter twelve was not easily defined.
The text of manuscript 2193* was subject to typical textual features such as itacisms,
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fickle use of the nu-movable, and haplography. There were also a number of singular readings
which are listed in chapter 4.
Chapter 5 addressed the issue of the Pericope de adulterae. Typical of "Family 1"
manuscripts, this pericope in manuscript 2193 occurs as a "post script" after the conclusion of
the Gospel according to John. There is no indication in the body of the main text at 7:52 that
there is any missing text.
The pericope was penned by the same copyist that made numerous corrections to the text
of manuscript 2193*. This corrector was labeled "C2." The conclusion that the corrector and
copyist of the Pericope de adulterae were one and the same was reached on the basis of
paleographic similarities.
The text of the Pericope de adulterae follows closely to the text of the Pericope de
adulterae found in manuscript K. This observation led to speculation that perhaps a text similar
to that found in manuscript K was used to make the many corrections that are found within
manuscript 2193*. No conclusive assertion about this possible relationship between the
corrections and manuscript K can be made, but the data that led to this initial speculation was
provided. More work could be done on this area with future studies.
Finally, a full collation of the text of manuscript 2193* was provided in chapter 6. This
collation was done in collaboration with the IGNTP and its assistance in compiling the Editio
Critica Maior. The corrections that are observed in full detail within the collation are organized
in the appendix below.
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APPENDIX ONE
CORRECTIONS ORGANIZED
This appendix attempts to give some organization to the corrections that are observed in
manuscript 2193*. Though all the corrections can be observed in complete detail in the
collation provided in chapter 6, this appendix seeks to provide information at a glance that is
not immediately discerned from the collation.
Abbreviations are as follows:
B = Byzantine
BR = Byzantine Replacement'
EFI = Erasure is filled in.'
HR = Haplography Replaced'
MS = Moses Spelling'
NBPO = Non-Byzantine Phrase omitted.'
NBWO = A non—Byzantine Word is omitted by the corrector.'
NM = nu—moveable,
OBPS = Omitted Byzantine Phrase is Supplied'
1 A non—Byzantine reading is replaced by a Byzantine reading. For example. In 1:39 the non—Byzantine
reading oWEaOE is replaced with the Byzantine reading of l5ag.
2 The ending -01.1EV is written over an obvious erasure. Often time the corrector tries to connect the correction
with the text of the original hand.
3

A haplography of the original hand is replaced by the corrector.

4

Often times the corrector changed the spelling of Moses' name.

3 A phrase that is not part of the usually Byzantine readings is entirely omitted. This happens in 9:6 when the
entire phrase ercExpiaev autou tout oyecapouc is omitted with omission dots.
6

In 1:34 the word art& is the word that is omitted. It is omitted by "omission dots"
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OBWS = An Omitted Byzantine Word is Supplied by the con-ector.8
1:3 — BR ouSev with ou8s ev
1:11 —NM
1:15 — NM
1:18 — NM
1:19 — OBWS
1:19.2 — + upoc atrrov A II' 0 fl3 124 157 579
1:20 — NM
1:21 — OBWS
1:22 — OBWS
1:26 — OBWS
1:28 — + gm/ K II
1:28.2 — replacement f3n0a13apa withl3i0avta
1:29 — OBWS
1:31 —OBWS
1:32 — BR MC Toy with e4
1:34 —NBWO
1:38 — OBWS
1:38.2 — EFI
1:39 — BR owark witht8ste
The entire phrase Kat yap o itlip TOLOMOIN T•trst rout rrpoaxuvouvrac autov is supplied.
8 In 1:22 it is the word aka To learn what word is supplied...consult the collation in Chapter 6. When a word
is added and the added word does not conform to the Byzantine standard, Swanson's text was consulted and the
witnesses of that particular reading are then listed.
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1:41 — EFI
1:42 — NM
1:45 —NM
1:45.2 — MS
1:45.3 — Spelling change
1:46 — EFI
2:3 — NM
2:11 — OBWS
2:15 —NM
2:15.2 —NM
2:17 — indecipherable
2:22 — OBWS
3:2 — NM
3:2.2 — BR notrioat with mew a cso notEtc
3:5 — + Kat MEV aura) K M H fl3 579 1424
3:6 —NM
3:6.2 — NM
3:19 —HR
3:20 — HR
3:22 — NM
3:31 —NM
3:31.2 — NM
3:32 — OBWS
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3:32.2 — NM
3:32.3 — OBWS
3:34 — NM and OBWS
4:3 —NM
4:3.2 — NBWO
4:3.3 — NM
4:6 — OBWS
4:8 —NM
4:9 — OBWS
4:12 —NM
4:12.2 — OBWS
4:18 — NM
4:21 — EFI
4:23 — OBPS
4:25 — OBWS
4:27 — EFI
4:29 —NM
4:35 —NM
4:35.2 — OBPS
4:37 — OBWS
4:38 —NM
4:39 —NM
4:46 —NM
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4:47 — BR irikOev with arrikesv
4:49 — OBWS
4:52 —NM
4:53 — OBWS
5:4—+KZAAKITYfl3
5:5 — NBWO
5:8 — EFI
5:9 HR
5:10 — NM
5:10.2 — + cap,-.66
r P 75- AlephCDOLANIW"Tf13124691071
5:15 —NM
5:15.2 — OBWS
5:16 — OBPS
5:18—NM
5:22 —NM
5:25 — EFI
5:25.2 — EFI
5:26 —NM
5:27 —NM
5:30 — OBWS
5:31 — EFI
5:33 —NM
5:36 —NM

5:36.2 — OBWS
5:36.3 — NM
5:37 — NM
5:44 — EFI
5:44.2 —BR tap with napa
5:46 — MS
5:47 — NM
6:2 — OBWS
6:2.2 — NBWO
6:3 — BR ouv with SE
6:6 — NM
6:7 — NBWO
6:10 —NM
6:10.2 — + avol A K Y
6:11 — BR Kat Xar3aw with EWE Ss
6:11.2 — NM
6:11.3 — OBPS
6:12 — BR enkriaOriaav with sveniVia0icrav
6:14 —NM
6:15 — OBWS
6:15.2 — NM
6:17 — + etc To Amoy K f13
6:22 — OBPS
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6:23 — NM
6:23.2 — The addition of "Jesus" is a singular reading.
6:24 — BR avellwav with evekaav
6:29 — NM
6:32 — MS
6:35 —NM
6:35.2 — EFI
6:35.3 — EFI
6:39 — NM
6:39.2 — NM
6:40 — BR Tomo yap EOM TO Othipta toy irk 1101) with TOUT° WTI. TO 96.111111 TOU 7tEI.L1VaT0c
11EE 70g
6:40.2 — OBWS and + cv
6:46 —NM
6:57 — NM
6:59 —NBWO
6:65 —NM
6:69 — OBPS
6:71 — NM
7:3 —BR a au with a aou
7:8 — HR
7:10 — The omission of ONLY etc criv wpm would create a singular reading.
7:12 —Negation particle ouxt supplied. K 11
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7:14 — NM
7:15 — OBWS
7:15.2 —NBWO
7:16 — + ow This is a Byzantine reading not reflected in 1873 TR.
7:18 —NM
7:19 — MS
7:22 — MS
7:23 — MS
7:26 — NM
7:31 — OBWS
7:32 — OBWS
7:34 — BR cupriaetat with supriaete
7:36 — NM
7:36.2 — NBWO
7:37 — NM
7:39 —NM
7:40 — OBPS
7:40.2 —NBWO
7:41 — NBWO
7:41.2 — OBWS
7:49 — B replacement enapatot claw with micarapatot star
8:12 — B replacement TEEptnatrian with rceptnattiaa
8:21 — pts from Kat aux eppnaste pte (which is an addition all its own) is omitted by omission
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dots. This omission would account for a unique reading.
8:26 — NM
8:26.2 — Omission of Kayco by corrector.9
8:28 — NM
8:29 — NM
8:29.2 — OBWS
8:35 — HR
8:39 — NM
8:41 — NBWO
8:41.2 OBWS
8:42 — OBWS
8:42.2 —NM
8:44 — NM
8:46 — OBWS
8:50 — BR So4tv 'qv cm with 8o4av µou
8:52 —NM
8:52.2 — BR yeuurrat with yeucretat
8:53 — NM
8:54 —NM
8:56 — NM
8:59 — EFI
9:1 — EFI

9

This would account for a singular reading.
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9:6 — NM
9:6.2 — NBPO
9:7 — NM
9:8 — BR xpoacuric with Tu(pkoc
9:9 — BR Ss our aX °limo; with SE on. ottotoc
9:11 — OBPS
9:11.2 — NM
9:11.3 — NM
9:11.4 —NM
9:11.5 — OBPS
9:11.6 — OBWS
9:12 — BR scat cutov with et7E0V ouv
9:15 — NBPO
9:15.2 —NM
9:16 —NM
9:17 —NM and NBWO
9:17.2 — NM
9:21 — BR al/TOV £00.1111aatE with 0181:11.16V ti Ilc 1V014CV aDTOD TOD; 090Ca.1.101); TWEK ODK
oiski.tev
9:21.2 — BR aDTOV eporriaate rikticiav Exet with CIDTOV cporrnaate avroc riXtxtav elm
9:26 — NM
9:28 — NBWO' 9:30 — NM
l° This omission results in a reading that is only attested by Family 13 and the 1873 TR.
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9:31 — OBWS
9:36 — NM
9:39 — NM
9:41 — Omission of av D Y K 0 fl3 1346
9:41.2 — OBWS
10:4 — Replacement ouav Ta with OM Se ta K H
10:4.2 — EFI
10:5 — NM
10:7 — OBWS
10:12 — OBWS
10:16—NM
10:17 — OBWS
10:21 — NM
10:23 — BR croXonowog with aokoncovrog
10:24 — NM
10:26 — NBWO
10:29 — NM
10:29.2 — NM
10:29.3 — p,ou omitted B P66 P75 Aleph L u w
10:34 —NM
10:35 — NM
10:36 — NM
10:38 — BR ytvcoaictics with

7RCIFTEUMITE
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10:40 — NM
10:41 — BR ov68 cv with ouSev
11:3 —NBWO
11:4 — Erasure
11:11 —NM
11:12 — + aura) Aleph Del K W H
11:12.2 — Omission Aleph Del K W 11
11:14 —NM
11:19 — NBWO
11:21 — NM
11:25 —NM
11:28 —NM
11:28.2 — NM
11:32 — NM
11:39 NM
11:41 — OBPS
11:41.2 — BR ovv with 68
11:41.3 — BMN
11:41.4 — NM
11:43 — NM
11:44 — BR iciptatc with Kciptatc
11:45 — BR arinetov with o ig
11:46 — Omission of Kai K Y H 0
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11:50 — BR koy4a6Os with Stakoy*o.OE
11:51 — BR aki1, with Aka
11:54 — OBWS
11:54.2 — NM
11:54.3 — OBWS
11:57 — NM
12:3 — erased letter
12:3.2 — NBWO
12:4 — OBWS
12:6 — NM
12:9 — NM
12:13 —NBWO
12:22 — NM
12:26 — OBWS
12:28 — BR toy fw with TO ovoi.ta
12:29 — BR cucoucov with ammo:Lc
12:29.2 — NM
12:33 —NM
12:35 — NM
12:35.2 — BR cog with scog
12:35.3 — NM
12:40 — Omission by omission dots."
" This omission (with no replacement words) would create a singular reading.

12:40.2 — NM
12:40.3 — NM
12:41 —NM
12:41.2 — NM
12:44 — NM
12:49 — NM
12:50 — erasure
13:2 —NM
13:3 —NM
13:4 — BR 878'pm with eyetperat
13:8 — spelling change vuirric TO vutrei6
13:12 —NM
13:12.2 —NM
13:12.3 — EFI
13:16 — NM
13:21 — NM
13:26 — BR 8coao) COMO with enthoxra)
13:26 —NBWO
13:28 — OBWS
13:31 —NM
13:33 — NBWO
13:34 — Illegible addition
13:36 — OBWS
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14:2 — OBWS
14:9 — NM
14:10 — NM
14:28 — OBWS
14:28.2 — NM
14:29 —NBPO
15:1 — NM
15:6 — NM
15:9 — NM
15:11 — BR wtv ri Kat with vim gstvri Kat
15:13 —EFI
15:15 — NM
15:16 — EFI
15:20 — NM
15:24 — NM
16:10 — BR ou with ovic cu
16:13 — EFI
16:15 —NM
16:15.2 — NBWO
16:17 —NM
16:21 — EFI
16:21.2 — EFI
16:22 — EFI
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16:27 - OBWS
16:32 - OBWS
16:32.2 - NM
17:1 -NM
17:3 -NM
17:6 -NM
17:7 - EFI
17:9 -NM
17:10 -NM
17:17 -NM
17:19-NM
17:21 - NM
17:23 - NM
17:24 - NM
18:1 -NM
18:7 -NM
18:10 -NM
18:11 - OBWS
18:11.2 -NM
18:15 -NM
18:16 -NM
18:20 - EFI
18:22 -NM
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18:26 — NM
18:29 — NM
18:33 —NM
18:34 — NM
18:38 — NM
18:39 — NM
19:1 —NM
19:2 —NBWO
19:2.2 — NM
19:4 —NM
19:11 — EFI
19:11.2 — BR pEtcov with ptcova
19:13 — BR toy Xoyov Towrov with TCOV A.oycov towrow
19:13.2 — OBWS
19:14 — BR cog with coml.
19:15 — EFI
19:19 —NM
19:21 —NM
19:30 — NM
19:30.2 — NM
19:34 — NM
19:34.2 — EFI
19:38 — NM

130

19:39 — NM
20:4 — NM
20:8 — NM
20:8.2 —NM
20:14 — NM
20:15 —NM
20:16 — NBWO
20:18 — NM
20:22 — NM
20:29 — corrector changed spelling to scapoxac.'
20:30 —NM
21:1 —NM
21:4 —NM
21:6 — omission of TO Suctoov."
21:7—NM
21:8 —NM
21:14 — OBWS
21:19 — NM
21:25 — NM

12

This would be a unique spelling.

13

This omission would result in a singular reading.
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